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ABSTRACT

ln the wake of climinishing support for social housing and an ever increasing demancl

for suburban living with improved transit services, inner City neighbourhoods have been

cleclining in Winnipeg.

In an effbll to revitalize inner city neighbourhoods and create clemand for housing,

the City of Winnipeg and theProvince of Manitoba are investing in the rehabilitation of

inner city neighbourhoods. West Broaclway is one such neighbourhoods, where location

creates a higher demand for new smaller households and existing types of housing can

supply a part of the accommodation in the future through construction, alterations and

renovations of old houses.

Recently, provision has been created for the use of Tax Increment Financing (TIF)

for community development financing, which can be made available for financially

unfeasible renovation, alteration, maintenance and reconstruction for the purpose o{'

revitalization of the area.

The practicum explores the feasibility of establishing a TIF for West Broadtvay It

investigatesthe financial feasibility of return of the renovation investments in the form of

propefty taxes to the City and to the Province from West Broadway neighbourhood.

The study reveals that the returns in the form of incremental education and

municipal taxes from 2000 to 2009 are not feasitrle against investments made from 2000

to 2005; however, a 'IIF project life of at least fifteen years is feasible. The financial

feasibility, albeit depends on certain conditions. Based on the stucly, some conclusions

were drarvn and reconrmendations for the adoption of a TIF for the West Broadrvay are

macle for instituting a self financed TIF district for the West Broadway neighbourhood

vll



I. Introduction

Opening Remarks

The TIF'l dependent investment in a neighbourhood's infrastructure and

improvement of old houses causes property values in the neighbourhood to grow at a

higher rate. Sustained higher property price growth achieves a level of real estate value

that reasonably compensates for the construction, maintenance and services costs in the

area. Redevelopment projects are financed from incremental property tax above the

starting year property tax of the TIF designated area.

Tax increment fìnancing is gaining consideration as an alternative public

financing option for revitalization of older neighbourhoods in Canada, and Winnipeg is

no exception. The City of Winnipeg is authorized to use TIF f.or encouraging investment

and development2 in designated areas and it supports neighbourhood revitalìzation

through targetecl private sector investmentrt. Th" City's Housing Policy identifies

improvement of housing as the key focus of revitalization of the major improvement

neighbourhoods. The Plan Winnipeg 2020 Vision encourages use of TIFa to facilitate

affordable housing in its major improvement neighbourhoods.

TIF is a relatively new tool in Canada. It rapidly gained popularity in U.S. cities

to promote commercial and industrial development. In some states, use of TIF is limited

to the blighted city areas only, and in some other states, 'flF cannot be used for residential

developments. Research results are inconclusive about the potential effectiveness of the

tool to secure provision of affordable housing in neighbourhood redevelopment.

Ì Tax lncrement Financing
t News Release-Manitoba Government June 20,2002
3 Plan Winnipeg2020 Vision, Policy 1B-01 iv
4 Plan Winnipeg2020 Vision, Policy lC-01 iv



Flowever, some researchers suggest that under certain conditions TIF can secure

provision of affordable housing in neighbourhood redevelopment'

In the era of declining federal involvement, municipalities are assuming an

increasing role in neighbourhood redevelopment through the improvement of housing but

reluctant to allocate financial responsibility.

'Iax Incrernent F'inancing empowers a municipality by financing redevelopment

projects from incremental property tax. The redevelopment financing method can be used

for the economically unfeasi ble bl i ghted nei ghbourhoods.

T'lF empowers a municipality to give financial assistance to developers, and to

grant loans or tax credits for improvement to homeowners in the area. It can also be used

by the City to develop facilities or services that are seen as necessary.

A redevelopment plan with TIF raises confidence in the neighbourhood, which

attracts investment and promotes economically feasible redevelopment. Extensive

support for selected houses, neighbourhood planning and improvement of infrastructure

raises the value of all properties in the area. The enhanced property price eventually

changes non-profit and subsidized neighbourhood redevelopment housing service to for-

profit real estate business. The TIF mechanism pays for the development projects

removes blight from the neighbourhood and expands tax base of the city.

The inner city redevelopment policy of Winnipeg was adopted to improve

housing as a strategy to promote development of the bighted neighbourhoods (City of

Winnipeg, 2000)s. Winnipeg's housing policy implementation has divided the inner city

redevelopment areas into housing improvement zones. Major improvement areas are the

most significantly declined residential neighbourhoods.

2

5 Draft Housing Implementation Framework, March 10, 2000



The Province of Manitoba has public housing, rent supplement, public non-profìt

housing, co-op housing, affordable housing initiative and shelter allowances to suppott

affordable housing and the 'Neighbourhor¡ds Alive'Program to support revitalization of

the neighbourhoods. The apparent success of these redevelopment programs are

illustrated by rising property prices ancl the decline in population loss as shown in figure

3.lthrough fìgure 3.19 and table 3.1 through table 3.3 of chapter 3 in this practicum.

The Redevelopment planning with TIF combines investments and incentives to

promote development in the TIF district. Promoting property price growth is the basis for

attracting private investment, and incremental revenue is the most important element for

the feasibility of TIF. TIF is a long-term pro.iect that is sensitive to the cost of acquisition

and the time value of investments, revenues, degree of redevelopment, and the area of

influence of the investment all of which affect the overall success of the TIF program.

Currently, housing and infrastructure construction, renewal and improvement

costs are economically unfeasible in the major improvement areas6 of Winnipeg. This

has resulted in under investment in housing and infrastructure in those areas. For

example, negative property price growth ceased after a decade of renewal and

revitalization programs, which intensified after 1996 in the inner city neighbourhood of

West Broadway. Nevertheless, it is not clear that the renewal program's apparent

successes have been enough f-or a feasible property price growth level that would attract

private investors to invest in the neighbourhoocl.

6 "Areas that have experienced significant decline to the point where housing and neighborhood requires

complete renewal" (Cify of Winnipeg, 1999)

J



TiF based neighbourhood reclevelopment planning is, in the end, a paradigm shift

fi'om subsidized not for-profrt housing to for-proht real estate business. During its TIF

project lifetime, neighbourhood redevelopment has to accommodate changes in its

elements from non-profit social housing to for-profit real estate business and ensure

appropriate returns to ensure private investment in the area.

Rese.arch Prohlem

Tlre research problem for the practicum, therefore, concerns the useJulness of TIF

to initiate redevelopment and secure provision o.f affordable housing in a maior

improvement neighbourhood in Winnipeg (research topic); and to find out how effective

TIF initiated major improvement neighbourhood redevelopment pktnning can be

(research question); because it will provide recommendations to adapt TIþ- initíated

housing redevelopment of neighhourhood such as West Broadway in IVinnipeg (rationale

of research).

A subset of this research problem comprises the following interconnected questions:

. How feasible would it have been if renewal programs were initiated through the

TIF mechanism?

. Ifow might TIF in future affect other incentive based affordable housing re-

development programs in the area?

. What opportunities exist in the present neighbourhood development initiatives

that can integrate with the tax increment-f,inancing tool?

The premise of the practicum concerns the effect of the financing tool to initiate

redevelopment of major improvement neighbourhoods.

4



Research Rationale

The Province of Manitoba, non-profit organizations, and the City of Winnipeg

provide incentives to construct, renovate, reconstruct, and improve homes and other

properties in the area. Most of these programs are supply side incentives to support

homeowners and renters. TIF financed development is intended to shift the supply side

incentives for development to demand side incentives for development in a specified

aÍea.

While success of TIF based redevelopment in raising property values ìs certain,

provision of affordable housing in TIF based redevelopment planning is inconclusive.

TIF is mostly used in U.S. cities where growth rates are higher than in Winnipeg. The

real estate values in the inner cities are growing at a rate higher than before. West

Broadway has the potential to attract real estate market growth through implementing a

TIF clevelopment district,T if it can substantially raise property prices with an effective

TIF program. The mix of'very low priced blighted homes and nearly market priced

homes and properties in the area indicate a likelihood of promoting redevelopment

through TIF projects.

There are some slow but steady signs of sustainable real estate property value

growth in the market region. The TIF- method of redevelopment might well sit on the past

public investments and property price growth in the inner City neighbourhoods. An

evaluation of the public investment in the past in an imaginary TIF environment would

assess the financial feasibility of TIF to initiate and bring sustainable growth in a

neighbourhood in the future.

5

t The geographic area under TIF based development project



At present, TIF might cause publìc supporled private wealth accumulation

through market mechanisms. The enabling by-law and legislation might require

curtailment of freedom of choice to protect public investment with private partnerships.

The process of development would certainly increase the net stream of revenue to the city

in the end but the impact of the process on the neighbourhood elements needs evaluation.

A mismatch of the property price growth and personal income growth of the area

can negatively affect housing affordability of the area. The success of TIF based

redevelopment is measured tlilough the successful retum of profìtability to the real estate

market and fetching an appropriate share of the City's tax burden.

There are no research results available on the impact of TIF on afïordable housing

in 'Winnipeg. Nor does there exist a prior example of supplementing price-based

incentives with TIF for neighbourhood redevelopment in the City.

The popularity of the TIF is due to its independence from subsiclies from

governments, its tax ancl fiscal neutrality, and its freeclom to spend revenue for

development in the neighbourhood. It is a self-financing system and a very useful

financing tool in the era of decreasing public financing f'or infrastructure and social

housing. Success of TIF to promote growth and redevelopment can potentially be a

breakthrough for neighbourhood redevelopment planning in Winnipeg'

Research Objectives

The prime objective is to evaluate the impact of redevelopment investment ou the

property tax increment in West Broadway. This practicum is a pre-evaluation of the

applicability of TIF methods to bring change that will attract private investment in the

neighbourhood through publicly subsidized based redevelopment financing. It is designed

6



to evaluate the feasibility of a TIF supported development and outcomes of TIF initiated

<ievelopment in West Broadway and its impact on housing affordability. if the area was

chosen to be designated as TIF redevelopment district.

Research Method

T'he study will seek insights into tax increment financing, establish the reason(s)

for the popularity of TIF, elaborate the organizational environment of TIF,8 and assess

possible phenomenon of TIF in the West Broadway neighbourhood.

'fhe research is a quantitative evaluation of the past public redevelopment

investments made from 1993 to 2004, to reverse negative real estate price growth and to

expand the tax base of the city. It will evaluate the feasibility of the investment in terms

of incremental tax returns gained by the city during the period.

The fîrst part of the research will contain a review of contemporary literature to

conceptualize the organization of TIF and its phenomenon in neighbourhood

redevelopment planning. It will review the life cycle of a TIF project, its initiation,

adoption, financing, implementation, termination, and evaluation. The review will

particularly focus on the following issues:

' Basic primer on TIF, elements that affects TIF's success to secure affordable

housing

' Propefiy Value Assessment and Tax administration in TIF;

' TIF practices in the U.S. cities

' TIF impact model

. Existing neighbourhood redevelopment planning in Winnipeg

7

t Causes, process of adoption, implementation, evaluation and termination of a TIF district



Analyze West Broadway neighbourhood profile data, redevelopment planning, and

redevelopment incentives programs from the City and from the Province. Also includes

real estate property value growth rate from real estate board, CMFICe ancl other sources.

Property assessment and properly tax groWhs in the neighbourhood. Establish the

potential level of property price growth possible tlrough a neighbourhood redevelopment

plan in the future.

An analysis of the West Broadway neighbourhood housing elements and their

present trend will be analyzed from Statistics Canada, City neighbourhood data, property

assessment values, provincial affordable housing programs, and real estate board market

data.

A Comparison of public investment made in the neighbourhood with the private

investment generated in the housing sector of the neighbourhood. Examine the changes in

the neighbourhood profile data.

The analysis will also seek present development constraint, available incentives,

and state of real estate market in the area.

tsased on quantitative analysis information and TIF experiences in U.S. cities, a

'IIF basecl property growth model using investment, housing affordability and property

price growth will be developed for Vy'est Broadway. The study will also find out the

sensitive elements that had critically affected the outcome of the TIF from the growth

model.

I

e Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation



Conference Board of CanadaEconomic Development and Financial
Market Information

CMHC and Conference Board of CanadaReal Estate Market Growth Parameters

Property Planning and Development, City
ofW

Zoning By-Law and Development Plan:
West Broadway Area

Manitoba Housing, CMI-IC &. West

Broadway Development C
West Broadway Development Investments,
r99r-2001

West Broad Way DeveloPment
Corporation, Stats Canada

Housing Condition Indicators, Household
Income and Rental Homes and home
Ownershi in West 1996 2001

Property Assessment Department, City Of
Winnipeg: Web Site

Property Assessment, West Broadway
N r999 2003

Property Assessment Department, City Of
Winni

Property Assessment, West Broadway
N bourhood: 1991,1995

SourcesData & Information Required

Data and Information Sources
Table 1.1 Study Data, Information, and their Sources

Limitations

Instead of consiclering total impact of the TIF projects in the surrounding

neighbourhood, the study considers the impact of the TIF project within West Broadway

neighbourhoods only. Willingness to accept or reject the TiF initiated development plan

is an important issue for adoption of the redevelopment financing method is considered

as accepted by its resiclents. Therefore, assessments of any real results that may ocour

because of the implementation of such a plan are beyoncl scope of the study.

9



II. Tax Increment Financing Precedence

Introduction

The Tax Increment Financing method of development project financing, pays the

project cost from incremental tax gained from the impact of the project on a particular

area. The impact of development in a specif,red location raises properly prices of a larger

area and causes growth of taxes to a higher level than in the pre-TIF years. So, as the

process suggests in this particular method of project financing, the investment cost is met

from its own impact (New York City, 2002-September). In the era of ever decreasing

federal support for housing and redevelopment (Oru, 2002), TIF has been gaining

increasing popularity in U.S. for last twenty years (MECEP, 1997: l).

Redevelopment of the declining inner cities has potential to atlain positive growth

rates in land real estate values--shifting the orientation of the local market from

subsidized housing services to for proht real estate business through the TIF financing

mechanism (McGreal. Berry, Liyod & McCarthy,2002). A high growth rate can ensure

the usefulness of TIF financing but might cause declining affordability, while a lower or

negative rate of growth can place a financial burden on the taxpayers of the municipality.

TIF is a development-financing tool, initially started in California in

1951(Sullivan, Johnson & Soden, 2002: 3). The growing need for redevelopment,

alongside ever-decreasing federal financial support and public opposition to new taxes

and municipal tax limitations has created an environment for a widespread adoption of

TIF in the U.S. primarily due to its self-financing nature (New York City, 2002:2).

10



Though TIF legislation is similar throughout the U.S. and intended to augment a

similar public purpose, its local level interpretation and implementation vary widely

(IEDC, 2003: 3). The TIF dependent redevelopment planning generally includes

authority over planning and management of the area. TIF districts require legal authority

over public taxation and financing, special planning and management, accountability and

responsibility for the development of the specifîed area within a municipality. Thus, Tax

Increment Financing dependent planning requires legislation allowing formation of the

district within the municipality with specific municipal reporting and accounting

responsibilities.

Basics: The Tax Increment Financing Mechanism

TIF driven redevelopment is dependent on the growth of property prices in the

district. To ensure appropriate growth, a special district is formed to control related

aspects of properly price growth during the project lifetime. The TIF revenue is earned

from capturing all incremental property taxes under different levels of government as

well as the taxes that would accrue in the area without the TIF interr¿ention.

Total municipal tax revenue is equal to total property value multiplied by the

municipal tax rate (mill rate, usually expressed per thousand dollars of assessed value).

If total assessed property value is Vx and the mill rate is Tx,

Then total tax revenue: Vx X Tx.

If a neighbourhood is designated as a TIF district, and if we assume that new TIF

projects increased property value in the neighbourhood then the tax increment can be

defined as follows: Tax Increment: Tx (Vx2-Vx1);

11



'Where, Vx1: Initial assessed property value,

YxZ : assessed Property Value after TIF project (s) have started.

The Tax Increment Rate is the rate of increase of property tax in a TIF district; therefore,

TIF rate can be defined as:

Tax Increment Rate : Tx (Vx2-Vxl)/t. per year;

Where, 't' is the property assessment period in years after Sullivan, G. L',

Johnson, S. 4., and Soden, D.L. (2002:12):

Property taxes are payable in each year but property assessments are typically

carried out every four years. Taxes are calculated on the property assessment values of

the last reference year, so taxes always refer to the five year old price of a property.

Financing Structure: A special geographical area in a city is created to implement

Tax Increment Financing options to bring changes in the area and cause planned assessed

property value growth. The incremental tax revenue over the base year property tax is

used to payback the investment.

Figure I below illustrates the basic financing sttucture of a Tax Increment

Financing district. The base year is usually the starting year of the tax increment project,

and the base year assessed property value (BYAV) is frozen at its present value until the

termination of the scheme.

The BYAV is the property-assessed value for all the tax districts and the special

taxation to collect revenue from the area. The TIF district's incremental part of the

revenue is used for the reimbursement of the redevelopment cost. The other taxing

district's rights on the increased taxes are frozen during the entire life of the TIF.

12



Assessed Property Tores

TIF Revenue
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X'igure 2.1: Assessed Property Value over a TIF project life
Sources: (Johnson, 2002:5-6) and (Leavy, 2001:7)

At the end of the project, the return of revenue to the taxation districts is

comparatively high. The method is supposed to capture the total potential property price

growth and raise the total tax collected from the area. Table 2.1 below provides an

example of the flow of Tax Increment revenue of a TIF district.

Table 2.1: Tax Increment Financing Table (for details see Appendix-1)

The Portioned Assessment (PA) is the part of the property value on which tax

rates are applicable. During the project life period, the municipal tax and the education

I Portioned Assessed
2 Simple Interest Rates Applied

0$701 Is4536s2824$1678$3 1s0
Tax
lncrement

s3723$l l2s$l 125$l 125$r 12ssl 125$l l2sMill rate
(ò.s1t000Ëducation

$l I 170$67s0$6750$6750$67s0$6750$6750
Mill Rate

@30/1000
Municipal

$14893$14893$t24tl$10699$9553$8r90$7875Total Tax

s945601$945601$788001$67931 l$606528$520000$500000

PA'
@45%

Taxes

Post -TIF
years

Base
Year+20
(growth
(ã5o/olvear\

Base
YeaÉ16
(growth
(@4Wyear\

Base
Year+12
(growth@
3%olyear\

Base Year
+8
G¡owth
(ã2Wvea\

Base Year
+4
(erowth
(àlWvea¡\

Bæe Year

Property Assessed Values'
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ler.ry are not allowed to grow. In the above example, the municipal taxes to the city and

the education levy to the province remain at $6,750 and $1,125 respectively, and the tax

increment amounts are diverted to the TIF district as its revenue. After termination of the

project the yearly tax and the levy rises from $7,875 in the start to $14,893. T'he project in

the example has raised property valuation from $500,000 to $945,601; municipal tax

from $6,750 to $11,170 and school district tax from $1,125 1o53,723. Thus, the project

helped to remove the blight and raising the tax base of taxation district of the city. When

the property value was below the potential market rate, paft of the tax burden of the area

was shifted to the other part of the city. During the process, the tax burden remains partly

on the rest of the city. At the end, the full share of the burden is duly shifted to the area.

The efficiency of the investment is dependent on the length of the time required and the

effectiveness of the redevelopment plan to raise the market value of the properties.

TIF Feasibility Models

The main elements of a TIF model are property price growth rate, time gap

between acquisition and resale of the properties, improvement cost, development cost,

rate of depreciation, time required for redevelopment to complete and overall feasibility

of the project. The models are also used to explain the scenarios under which a local

government would likely adopt a TIF method of financing.

The external factors that affect the model are discount rates over the project

lifetime. Lawrence and Stephenson (1995: 126) divided the TIF project lifetime into two

periods, the gestation period and the active period. They considered natural growth of

property prices ancl the exogenous growth to estimate the total growth of the property

prices. Combining both the gains, they estimated annual gains in property price for Des

14



Moines, Iowa, and by subtracting the subsidy valuation from the total gain, they

calculated out the cash flows for the project. They have concluded that at the end of the

TIF project, the taxpayers of the entire municipality of Des Moines are currently paying

less in property tax due to successful revitalization efforts funded through the TIF system.

The TIF adoption incentive model by Dye and Sundberg, (1998) show that the

very special nature of the financing method by default favours projects that generate

more revenues. In the U.S., TIF provisions are generally applicable to the blighted areas,

where the system is not always the best revenue generator.

The model considers impact on the property values and on the taxes with and

without TIF projects. All property value and taxes are converted to the present value and

TIF project costs are subtracted to find and sort out the equity issues. The positive cash

flows from the project are considered as a measure of its viability. Efficiency of the

project is estimated by subtracting opportunity costs of the investment from the project

and overall return on the investment cost.

The adoption decision model of Man, (1999) is developed by taking two cities in

perspective to examine the decision to adopt or reject TIF mechanism for development.

Assess the effect of TIF on a set of factors affecting the decision related to different

economic development programs and expected property value growths from the TIF'

projects.

Brueckner, (2001) used a mathematical model to compare the level of public

goods between two neighbourhoods. He suggests that a TIF district is viable when

designed along the lines of an existing neighbourhood with higher level of public goods,
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and when the target neighbourhoocl has slightly underprovided public goods. To be

successful, a TIF district has to produce excessive stimulus to growth.

Donaghy, Elson &. Knaap, 1999 used a general model to explain private capital

investment and growth in property values in a case study in Urbana, Illinois, presenting

the appropriate time for starting a TIF project. The model shows the most efïective

methods to manage funds to achieve results from a TIF project. It explains the dynamic

relationships between real estate property value growth, private capital investment,

revenue growth, housing renovation, and timing and location of the private investments

in the TIF area.

Mcgreal, Liyod & McCarthy,2002 compared demand and supply oriented urban

regeneration models of Chicago, U.S. and Dublin, Ireland respectively. Chicago

regeneration is TIF based, which is basically demand side support and Dublin

regeneration consists of public regulation and subsidy based supports. T'hey argued that

TIF is a policy shift from command and control to private public partnership to create

demand for redevelopment projects. Dublin model uses rate relief and capital allowances

for renters and homeowners, while the Chicago model uses public investment in

infrastructure to facilitate private investment. They have found that the TIF mechanism

generally works uncler market pressure, and allows investors to choose projects for the

security of their investments; however, it leads to displacement of residents.

Donaghy, Knaap & Singer, 2001 used another model to explain provision of

affordable housing in TIF promoted redevelopment project in Urbana, Illinois. The model

naturally depended on the assumption that TIF investments must cause property values in

the district to raise, because revenue must be sufficient to cover the public investment in
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the TIF district. The model divides the TIF district into zones with different rates of

growth and considers appreciation, depreciation and neighbourhood effects on the

outcomes. The model also considers different growth scenarios and calculates the

sensitivity of the TIF elements and sucgess of the whole project.

The Dye Sunclberg Model3

The Dye Sundberg (Dye & Sundberg, 199S) model considers Net Present Value

(NPV) as the measure of financial viability if the 1'IF project. From a local government

perspective, a project can be defined as efficiency enhancing if it has a positive net

present value from the NPV formula. The NPV formula derived by them considers three

variables the one time improvement in property values (A), the subsequent property value

growth rate in the area (g'u;, and the cost of improvement.

The NPV of the TIF project is, however also affected by the variables like,

municipal tax rate(t*), school tax rate(t,), interest rate(r) and the would be growth rate in

the project area(g6;.

The formula for the model is:

t*(/Vx+Ac/Vx) tx tx

NPV:
(1+g'5)(r- g'6) (r-gu) t* * t,

The model can be simplified as the net present value of all the investments made

for the improvement and expected revenues from the property values of the area. The

model does not subtract the tax revenue that would have been available without the TIF

investments.

3 Richard F. Dye and Jeffry O. Sundberg: 'Winter 1998
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Precedenîs of TIF Promoted Redevelopment

Tax Increment Financing laws are legislated in 48 states in the U.S.. North

Carolina and Delaware are the only states yet to authorize the use of TIF Qriew York

CiTy,2002:2).The basic elements of the 1"IF process are similar all across the Il.S. It is

regulated by the states but controlled and implemented by the local governments.

The TIF as reported by Johnson, (2002: part one 1) has successfully fulfilled its

original intention through catalyzing private investments in blighted urban areas. In the

last 50 years of its application, the cities and local govemments have used the tool fbr

residential as well as conìmercial and industrial projects'

Tax Increment Financing projects have been used for affordable housing, low-

income housing, development of contaminated sites, schools, parking facilities, roads

bridges, recreational facilities, water and wastewater treatment facilities and electric

power plants. TIF projects have been in use for community redevelopment across wide

variation of socio-economic characteristics demonstrating its applicability as an

economic development tool.

Besides the successes of TIF projects there are concerns that raise caution to its

usefulness as an effective development financing method. The tool is being critically

viewed as an ineffective development method and a less transparent system of publicly

supported development fi nancing.

The study repofis from consulting farms and law offices and journal articles from

a wide variety of sources reflecting the U.S. experiences with TIF are arranged along the

stages of a TIF a project life cycle to illustrate the organizational structure on which

performance of TIF depends on.
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T'IF Projec[ LiJe cycle

The TIF is initiated by enabling legislation to authorize use of federal power to

collect and distribute public money. Under the U.S. federal system of government the

activities under safety, health, morals and general welfare of the public belong to the state

goverïìments (NAR 2002: part three l). The legislature delegates state power to the local

goveÍrments through the enabl ing le gislation.

The key elements of TIF statutes as described by Johnson (Ì.{AR 2002: part three l) It

contains following elements:

' Establishment of Authority

' Needs Assessment

, RedevelopmentPlanning

. Plan Adoption

. Project Finance

. Project Monitoring; and

. Plan Termination

Establishment oJ'Authority by law

Enabling legislation must provide the local governments with sufficient authority

to efficiently manage TIF districts, including power to plan and execute projects, give

accountability to the authority, and ensure affordability of the costs and benefrrts to the

public.

ANACoa QliACo,2000: p 7-11) survey in 1999 shows that 33 states inthe U.S.

have granted their counties power to initiate TIF redevelopment districts. In some other

a National Association of Counties
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cases cities and municipalities in the counties without TIF authority have allowed

forming TIF districts but the functioning of such districts awaits special acts of the

legislature to define their authority and responsibility in details Q'{ACo, 2000: 7-9). The

report also mentions that provisions concerning the judicious use of TIF limit their

adoption across the states. This ensure public benefits through creating new jobs,

retaining employment, eliminating blight, increasing property values, reducing povefiy,

facilitating economic self sufficiency and exercising a degree of care to reap the benefits

from the TIF' projects for the county as a whole.

General Characteristics of TIF Laws in the U.S.

The U.S. state statutes determine which unit of local govemment has the power to

create TIF districts. The statutes also determine the degree of control over the tax

increment revenues by each unit of the government. Generally, municipalities have the

authority to form TIF district but "in some states, the municipality, county, state agency,

or offìcial, voter consent, or school district can grant the authority, request initiation or

may have veto power" (Hynes, 1999:3).

Many states authorize the use of TIF only to eliminate "blight" in a

neighbourhood Otrew York City, 2002: 2). A municipality can only engage in

redevelopment when it cannot be done by private enterprise alone. In some states, TIF

can be used as a tool for general economic development, and in other states

municipalities have a wide discretion to declare an area as blighted. In few states laws

provide specifìc quantitative criteria to identify blighted areas for the use of TIF for the

redevelopment.
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A review of TIF law all acïoss the U.S. (Johnson &.Kn2,2001) suggests that the

requirement of a well planned balance among efficiency, equity and accountability in the

process and stages has to be ascertained in the legislation to further the public interest

through TIF projects.

In Chicago, the 1999 Reform Act quantitatively specified the conditions for

blighted and conservation areas (DNAP, 2003 50). The thirteen well-defìned criteria are

being used to declare a blighted or a conselvation alea, five of the thirteen criteria must

be fulfilled by an area to qualify as blighted and three of the thirteen plus a 50% of the

buildings older than 30 years to qualify as a conservation area'

Needs As s e s sment Re gul ations

The NAR5 (NAR, 2002: p 2) observes that the use of TIF is limited to special

areas by law, where public funding support is required for development. The needs

assessment is the tool used for limiting its widespreacl use. TIF indirectly involves

government taxing and spending powers, and the law emphasizes that its efforts must be

limited to the public purposes only (NAR,2002: part three 2). The needs assessment has

to establish the relationship between the TIF and the public purpose as defined by

constitutional and statutory standards. The needs assessments are done to explore and

demonstrate that the proposed redevelopment area under TIF districting fits the cause and

the legal requirements of the land.

The NAR observes that to meet standards and to establish public purpose

requirements different mechanisms are used across the states QIIAR, 2002). Some of

5 National Association of Realtors
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these mechanisms include fhe"blight" findings, enhancing quality of life,'butfor test6',

redevelopment plans, conformance with existing plans, and.feasihility |ests.

The "but for test" answers the question whether the same type and level of

investment would occur in the TIF district in the absence of the incentive. Typically, a

blighted <l1' a conservation area qualifies under "but for test" for a TIF district. There are

eight states in the U.S. using a 'but for' clause to justifu the use of TIF for

redevelopment. In some states quantitative findings of blight are required, and for other

states quantitative blight finding clause are not required. This is an example of how TIF-

can be used for different types ofareas.

In addition to blight findings, some states require some form of feasibility study

or cost benefit analysis.

Ne e ds A s s e ssment Experienc e,s

Some states uses qualitative "blight" findings describing the standards that the

local government authorities must meet before utilising the TIF. However, the blight

findings standards lack definitions in some states, therefore causing some overuse of the

technique in those states such as South Dakota, for example. A local governing authority

in South Dakota cannot implement TIF unless it finds that aL least twenty five percent of

real property within the proposed TIF district is blighted area.

In the state of New Jersey, TIF is authorized for reducing congestion and

enlrancing mobility (NAR, 2002: part three: 2), New Jersey State statutes widened the use

6 The test is intended to ensure that TIF ìs only used in cases where desired development would not occur

in the absence of government assistance (NAR,2002,part three 2)
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of TIF through allowing any project assisting redevelopment for improvement of the

quality of life.

This leaming experience has lead to the various different types of TIF uses in the

states to satisfu needs assessment. The state of lllinois has eleven different classifications

of TIF districts (Hynes, 1999: 2). It allows TIF projects for business districts, strip malls,

housing, industries, industrial conservation, industrial blight, industrial labor surpluses,

and many other situations creating what appears to be a rather arbitrary construction of

blight findings.

Re dev el opme nt P I an ning

TIF redevelopment planning has two basic elements: area development planning and

proj ect financing planning.

1. Neighbourhood Development Planning

Generally, a consultant conducts an eligibility study and creates a development

plan. The development Plan sets objectives, timetable and the forms of reporting

to all stakeholders (NAR, 2002 part one: 7). The plan is expected to conform to

the existing land use and or community development plan of the area. The degree

of redevelopment planning as obserued by Chapman 2001, citing case studies in

California, depends on the prospect of future development in that area. He did not

favour the blight removal concept as the basis for the clegree of redevelopment,

but instea<l looked for potential growth to support the development in the area.

2. Project Financing
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T'here are two difÏerent ways to finance TIF projects: 1. TIF bonds financing, and

2. pay-as-you-go fìnancing. In bond financing, the City borrows money through selling

TIF bonds and pays it back with interest from the incremental property taxes generated in

the ]'lF districts.

Pay-as-you-go is opposite to bonds in terms of its source, as it waits for the

money fiom new taxes and spends that money on the redevelopment projects (Leavy,

2001: 9). Pay-as-you-go is the same as Credit Enhancement Agreement (CEA) as it is

implemented in Maine, direct cash payments to the private partners are made from tax

increments at any point of the project (MECEP, 1997:11).

There is a third kind, a combination of bond and upfront financing as it is adopted

in some projects in Indiana (Klacik,2001). Johnson 2001 suggested some lòrm of voter

approval for the bond and other measures to secure the bonds in excess of prevailing

practices.

Front funding is a term used by the NCBG to describe the most attractive project

funding for developers under TIF Projects are paid for by the authority through

borrowing and reimbursed from the tax increment revenues. Front funding is almost

opposite to pay-as-you-go method of funding, and financing is in arranged by the TIF

district authority through borrowing. The borrowing is either against bonds or from other

development programs through proper coordination. Borrowing is totally dependent on

community support for the program and its potential to produce direct benefit to the

stakeholders. The NCBG explained three different kinds of financing through borrowing:

Revenue bonds, Bank Notes and Housing Revenue Notes (Leavy, 2001: 78).
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Leavy, (2001) noted some other form of indirect front funding or financing under

l'IF: coor{inating with capital improvement program, coordinating with other

development programs and through quick impact projects.

The TIF impact model for affordable housing for Urbana, Illinois used the

principle of quick impact projects to produce healthy cash from prioritizing investment in

the high growth area of the TIF clistrict first.

Arvidson, Hossing & Cole (2001) investigation of 'IIF projects in Texas suggests

that projects have established a feasible financing ratio of roughly 1:8 public to private

financing ratio.

Donaghy, Elson, &. Knaap (1999) suggests that greater return from the

mechanism occurs when the property tax rate and the interest rate balance, and lesser

return results when land cost and holding costs are high.

Mikesell 2001 observes that financing TIF from non property tax base in

comparison to property tax is weaker as most of those taxes are less stable than property

taxes to support a long term incremental financing obligation.

TIF Plan Adoption Regulations

Public hearing and other processes are a requirement to ensure public

participation in the redevelopment process (NAR, 2002: part one 9-10). Most states

require a hearing before plan adoption but few states require hearings on the creation of

the district and the redevelopment plan. There is wide variation on the degree of public

participation in the process.
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The NAR evaluation report describes plan adoption as a procedural requirement,

and the TIF statutes provide participatory mechanisms to facilitate and ensure public

participation. In most states, that is ensured through public hearings to include public

opinions and concerns (IIAR 2002: part three 4).

If enabling legislation is on the statutes after adopting the redevelopment plan,

financing and administration organizations are established and development agreements

between public and private participants are finalized to start implementation of the

projects (NAR, 2002: part oue 9-12).

In Chicago, the use of eminent domainT gives the municipality power to impose

the planner's vision on the community and can indirectly force the community to accept

rlecision through directing TIF finance and the TIF blanket provides the protection of

public purpose (DNAP, 2003:26).

In Illinois, public access to plan adoption is sought after the redevelopment plan is

prepared f'or a TIF distrìct and a single hearing with reasonable detail fulhls the legal

requirements for public participation (DNAP, 2003 : 24).

Gibson 2003 325, citing Weibull's duration model explained that the location of

TIF districts is not the most severely disadvantaged but neighbourhoods that are basically

competing for higher growth in their communities. Evaluation of TIF adoption

regulations by Man 1999 reveals that fiscal pressure caused by intergovernmental aid,

neighbourings' adoption of TIF, voter assumption of tax shares, and perception created to

the voters about TIF influences adoption of TIF by a community. An examination of 235

municipalities with probit models (Dye& Merriman, 2000) suggests that the rate of

property tax has influence on adoption. It also reveals that pre-adoption growth rate;
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fiscal structure, municipality type and location of the TIF affect a municipality's decision

to adopt TIF

TIF Proj ect Monitoring Regulations

According to the NAR evaluation (NAR, 2002: part three), TIF projects are long-

term projects in duration. In the beginning, a project may appear on course and satisfying

its entire obligation under statutory requirements. In its lifetime a project course may

change, or a TIF project may not be necessary any longer. As TIF projects uses delegated

public taxing and spending powers, it must meet public purpose requirements (NAR,

2002 part three: 5). However, projects have to satisfy a need assessment that might not

appear sufhcient to satisfy public interest during their implementation. J'o ensure that TIF

projects remain relevant and stay on target, many states require stringent reporting

systems.

Proj ect Evaluation and Termination

TIF projects are intended f.or the redevelopment of a distressed area of a city,

therefore, they are generally time limited (NAR, 2002: part three 5) and affected by time

value of money. Time limitation is intended to prevent overuse of the tool and

incorporation of natural growth into the TIF process. The planning period is 20 to 30

years. The plan period depends on the rate of growth and the accumulated growth

required for the housing services offered in the neighbourhood to achieve the market

prices.
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Generally TIF statutes specify the distinct period within which the objective of the

TIF district has to be satisfied. Flowever, there are some states where there is fìexibility to

allow the uncertainty of the achievement of the objective in the limited time frame, so

some states allow TIF districts to operate until the governing authority terminates it by an

ordinance or a resolution. NACo research across the U.S. suggested a TIF project life of

twenty-three years (lrlACo, 2000: l2).

Expected versus actual results fiom the district projects are evaluated as per set

objectives and rules in the redevelopment plan (NAR, 2002: part one 12-13). A public

assessment of the redevelopment authority is performed. The maximum time limit

generally set to 20 years to 30 years by statutes in most of the states. If debts are

outstanding, a TIF district may continue to exist and collect revenue provided it receives

an extension from the relevant authority.

Lawrence and Stephenson (1995: 107-108) find that the flexibility of the

termination perioci introduces chance of abuse of the TIF' I-aws. They have mentioned

from their lowa case studies that three such chances might occur. TIF can be managed in

such a way that it never expires through creating new projects, issuing new bonds in the

districts in an on going basis. The process skips releasing the tax base to the other

jurisdictions, which is contrary to the basic TIF principles. Another type of abuse might

happen through partial return of the excess increment. Since the partial amount is not

fixed, it would affect other taxation jurisdictions. The third incidence of abuse can

happen through a lengthy gestation period. As long as a bond is not issued, no investment

is macle, so a sponsor cannot claim any incremental tax until investment has started to

influence the revenue stream of the area.
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TIF Housing Redevelopment

TIF depends on the overall growth of the value of property in the TIF district. In a

residential TIF' district this can happen in three different ways: new housing on a vacant

land, improvements on the properties ancl enhanced values of existing houses in the

district as part of general growth (Leavy, 200 i : 3 1) .

Fall Creek is a successful housing tax increment-financing project in Indiana

(IEDC, 2003:26). At the start growth was slow ancl later it developed rapidly through

lancl assembly, infrastructure development, creation of new parks, renewed service

quality, newer service outlets, and trail extensions. TIF funding has resulted in

tremendous growth in mortgage approvals, and new commercial development in the area

is also expected. The appraised value of land inueased from $3000-$4000 in the year

1998-99 to $11000 to $14000 per lot in the year 2003. 'fhe financing structure was such

that even with one-third of the homes under tax abatement the area was generating

adequate revenue to pay its debt.

The process works under accelerated growth rate that can also accelerate the

process of gentrification, high end housing construction can drive property taxes up, but

the new growth may lead to the abandonment of the affordable housing (Leavy, 2001:

31) on the contrary to the objective..

The Neighbourhood Capital Budget Group mentions that recent change in state

laws in Illinois laid some regulations and process to support affordable housing

construction in a TIF district and can offer some protection to residents and renters

against displacement under TIF redevelopment plograms (NICBG, 2001 : 31).
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There are2l residential TIF projects in Chicago and some 3,334 units of housing

constructed as components of those projects of whicli 1,754 units listed in those pro.iects

as affordable residential units (Leavy, 2001 : 3 1).

State of Illinois rules did not permit payment of construction costs fiom TIF funds

until 'IIF law reform in August 1999 (Leavy, 2001 : 32). The law reform made it easier to

use TIF program money to build affordable housings. Subsidies were originally provided

for land acquisition, environmental clean up, infrastructure improvements, building

demolition, financing and interest payments, or job training programs not for construction

of houses. Now TIF programs in lllinois can pay up to 50% of residential construction

costs and l5o/o of the interest write ofTfrom the TIF funds.

The Neighbourhood Investment Program (NIP) in Chicago provides benefìts to

existing homeowners and renters through grants f'or exterior repairs and safety upgrades

(Leavy, 2001: 32). Low to moderate-income households families get grants under this

program. A single family is eligible for grants up to $10,000 and a multi-unit building

can get up to $50,000 depending on the number of units.

Chicago Homeowners Assistance Program (CFIAP) provides reduced interest

loans (at 3o/oin 2001) to pay part of the raised property tax bills. Homeowners do not

have to pay back the loans until they sell their home (NCBG, 2001:33). The expectation

is that the property would be sold at a higher price and the part of the increase would pay

back the loan.

I Rental Housing: Linits should be affordable to persons earning no more than 80% of the area median

income. For-Sale Housing: Units should be affordable to persons earning no more than 120o/o of the area

median income (NCBG, 2001:32); A generally; accepted rule is that an affordable rent can be no more

than 30o/o of a household' s income OICBG, 2001 : 32).
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TIF and Small Bu.siness

According to NCBGe small businesses find it difTrcult to operate in a TIF district

as it explained by NCBG, citing examples of Chicago TIF districts (2001: 40).

Each redevelopment agreement in a TIF is discussed with a developer ftrst, and

then passed by the development commission, so generally it protects the big businesses.

The city wants a higher retum from its investments and this favours subsidies to a limited

number of big businesses than to many small business enterprises causing direct

displacement of the small businesses.

Development on vacant lots causes rapid growth in tax revenue, so the city

favours competitive new development in the area rather than rehabilitating small

businesses. The TIF authority let the city assemble smaller parcels of land into larger

properties, rather than selling that land to private developers. This effort also favours

large projects with competitors of small business enterprises in the area and causes

indirect displacement and new competition.

The City of Chicago until 2003 was developing a small business investment fund

to support small business to be more competitive and improvement to theìr businesses.

T I F and Infr as truc tur e Re dev el opme nt

Capital Improvement enhances quality of life in a community. Landscaping,

sidewalk repairs, lighting improvements etc. are necessary to revitalize a neighbourhood

(Leavy, 2001 p 4l). Public works programs are part of a of city's ongoing capital

improvement program. The TIF funds are to supplement not to substitute for the general

capital improvement programs in the neighbourhood.

e Neighbourhood Community Budget Group
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TIF revenue, which is principally used for infrastructure development purposes, made

some of the largest infrastructure investments possible through funding in Indiana (IEDC,

2003: 18).

TIF and School Districts

As property tax remains frozen for the entire life of the TIF project, like other tax

jurisdiction school administration receive the same amount of revenue from the area as in

the beginning of the project. There are problems due to inflation, lost revenues and rising

costs for the schools. The enhanced growth from development exerts extra pressure on

the system creating strain on its resources. In most cases, the school districts wait for the

accelerated return at the end of the TIF period. In The U.S., some states require that

school districts should be exempted from full or partial freezing of its revenues QIIAR,

2002:8).

A study of tax increment financing in Indiana observes that TIF is not generally a

tax drain for most school districts as it appears (Lehnan & Johnson, 2001 144). The total

revenues from properties after successful completion of the projects are higher than

original levels of forgone revenues

Limitaîions of TIF

Tax Increment Financing is a tool that relies on the increase of property values.

The incremental growth of property tax collects requires to paying for the development

costs. However, it is not purely an economic development tool. The redevelopment plan

uses public power to subsidize a development project that raises the property values and

create an environment for private market profitability.
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An analysis of Tax Increment Financing by the l)evelopment Neighbourhood

Alternatives Project shows its inability to be consistent in creating jobs, attracting new

business, and establishing fairness and justice in the TIF districts but it raises property

value and expands the tax base of the municipality (DNAP, 2003).

A similar study by the Neighbourhood Capital Budget Group (NCBG, 2002)

study reveals a number of concerns about TIF as development tool, especially if it

overused in a city.

The above examples and studies were from Chicago experiences, whete TIF has

been taken as the only game for development in the town and therefore 91 of the TIF

districts were created in the year 1999 alone. In total 424 TIF, districts were created

during 1990s.

The study reports acknowledge that the "actual effects of TIF are unclear"

(DNAP, 2003:5) and success of a TIF district means different things to different people.

The report (DNAP, 2003) described the efÏort as a "negative sum game (DNAP, 2003:

29)" to prop up real estate prices through indirect public subsidy. The effects of TIF' are

measured in terms of Equalized Assessed Value (EAV), changes in number of business

establishments, ohanges in number of jobs, changes in number of property sales, and

changes ofhousing property sales prices etc.

Potential Problems with TIF

TIF has gained popularity as an effective and flexible financing option in different

development situations, yet there are some problems encountered in TIÞ- projects in some

municipalities. Since TIF is based on the growth in property values any incidents
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(disaster or accident), policy changes, practices and market trends can seriously affect the

project as it happened in Indiana due to taxing policy change (IEDC, 2003).

A TIF district has generally one source of revenue and risk of delault is high if

incremental revenue falls short of projections Qllew York City,2003:4). A recession, as

it happened in St. Petersburg, Florida, may cause such a def,rcit. A policy decision in the

state of Minnesota caused 37o/o in lost tax increment, and a change in property codes in

Califomia caused a drop in tax increment.

Growth in the TIF can cause demand for extra services in the neighbourhood and

<Jue to the frozen tax base neighbouring communities in the city may face extra taxes for

the services in the TIF district.

The TIF district causes fragmentations of the tax base as it retains its growth of

tax in its own area.

The TIF district may simply relocate or displace development from one area of

the city to another to enjoy subsidies available in the 'IIF districts only.

Use of TIF as a Development Tool

The new model of economic development encourages accumulation of and

dependence on local resources rather than federal revenue supported development in the

counties, cities and municipalities (IEDC, 2003: 2). The pressure felt on public facility

and infrastructure financing resources to compete for private investments in the urban

areas led to the innovation of tax increment financing. The sign of tax base expansion and

improvement in the blighted areas induced steady growth of tax increment hnancing

project in the U.S.
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In twelve years TIF project in Indiana grew from 12 in 1990 to 96 in 2002

(IEDC, 2003: 12-14). One new l'IF in each month, in 1989 it was in twelve counties by

2002, and hacl been adopted in fifty-eight counties raising total assessed value from US

$69 million to US $4 billion,

All across Illinois, 38 TIF districts were created between l9l7 and 1986 (State of

Illinois, 1999:3-6). After changing laws to capture local and state sales taxes by the TIF

districts, 107 new TIF districts were created in 1981 alone. The accumulation of new

revenue extended the definition of blight, infill developtnent and reuse of contarninated

industrial sites by TIF districts allowed dramatic growth from 20 to 30 TIF until mid

1990s, and by 1999, there were 610 TIF districts in lllinois. In Chicago, more than half of

the 101 TIF districts were established between 1988 and 2001. Leavy (2001) observes

that 35o/o of all the TIF properties are located in the downtown and its surrounding areas

(Leavy, 2001:27).

Until 1990, there were only 20 states in U.S. allowing fotmation of TIF districts,

by 1989 it grew to 34 districts and by the end of 1993,44 states had authorized use of TIF

districts for development by the local govemments (MECEP, 1997:2).

Problems Encountered with TIF

V/ith apparent success, the number of TIF districts has grown quickly (Flynes,

1999: 6) while creating some problems too. Municipalities have used different and

expanded definitions of blight to create TIF districts to explore public funds for

development. Increasingly more areas have fallen under tax freezing due to the TIF. The

TIF district's natural growth of the taxation districts such as school, fire, library etc.

encountered shortages of resources to meet the demands after expected growth from TIF
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districts and frozen taxes. They were to wait a long time to expand services to meet

growing demand from ensuing development in the area.

The research pointed to the basic attributes of 'tIF in Chicago as the causes of

"negative-sum games". The flexibility of the 'but for' clause and freedom of explanation

of the clause by elected officials created chances for declaring blighted areaat the will of

the proponents (DNAP,2003: 21-33). The inadequate emphasis on public participation

left little chance of participation, leaving cìtizens with minimum community participation

in the process, resulting in unsuccessful TIF districts in the end. The excessive use or

misuse of eminent domain reduced the usual checks, balances, discipline and limitations

in the private and public sectors.

In some instances, businesses relocated to the TIF districts from neighbouring

lower growth communities to enjoy the benefit of higher growth (Hynes, 1999:6).

Higher growth in school districts has created higher enrolment, but fixed tax revenue has

resulted in negative effects on school aid formulas (Hynes, 1999:6).

Many have argued and found that TIF districts caused gentrification and drove out

poor households from their affordable housing in the TIF districts in Illinois (i{ynes,

1999: p 6).

Some Recommended Changes in TIF

TIF is a financing tool, an instrument for propping up private investment in the

least attractive parts of a city. Success of TIF in raising property values and expanding

the tax base in the long term is certain but use of the rnethod for economic development

as a self supported f,rnancing tool is questionable (DNAP, 2003:43 ) in the context of

effrcien cy and effectivenes s.
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A successful TIF should raise property values without compromising consistent

economic clevelopment and ensuring growing quality of life. A study done by The

National Association of Counties of projects all across the U.S. found the criteria to be

successful in TIF as follows:

. Blighted zone in the city, significantly unattractive for private investors, public

supported investment is essential to encourage private investment in the area.

' Generally, quality of infrastructure is poor in the area.

. Coordinated <levelopment efforts under TIF administrative structure, and

investment in projects to attract growth in the area.

' Investments must result in increasing public goods conforming to planned

development.

. Projects must clearly establish causal links to private investment in the area.

. There should be no or minimal residential relocation, no or minimal business

relocation, and no requirement to provide low/moderate income housing in the

TIF districts Q'{ACo, 2002:16).

Neighbourhood Capital Budget Group has studied TIF in the City of Chicago in

the context of establishing effective accountability, ensuring affordability of the

community to its business and residents, and ensuring direct benefit to everyone from the

TIF project. The study suggested coordination with the city's existing capital

improvement planning, coordinating with other development programs and planning for

"quick impact" projects (NICBG, 2001 second edition: 79).

The NCBG study suggested not to consider 'IIF as the only alternative but

emphasized infrastructure improvements, residential conversion and other projects to
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increase foot traffîc in the down town areas to attract development in the core blighted

city areas Q\CBG, 2001 second edition: 85).

The Development Neighbourhood Alternative Project in its inconclusive study

recommended rejection of the TIF as a development tool. The study suggested that TIF

does not consistently create new good jobs, while its impact on housing is not clear but

impact on business and employment are clear (DNAP, 2003: p ß-al.It increased home

sales in the area. The processes of TIF district creation practically excluded the

community from eflective participation in Chicago.

The DNAPI0 study has suggested seeking altematives to TIF for community

development, better information about TIF, making the TIF creation process more

inclusive, and distributing the benefits of TIF more fairly.

TIF in Canadian Cities

As in cities in the U.S., Canadian cities are no longer solely dependent on their

property taxes, although property taxes are their principal source of revenue (Havitz,, &.

Glover, 2001 Ch2 :2). Cities across Canada depend more on the fees, charges, and fines

along with property taxes as revenue sources. For example, Manitoba is the first province

in Canada to introduce the use of Tax Increment F'inancing (TIF) for neighbourhood

revitalization in the City of Winnipeg by amending the city charter (GOM, 2002: 2).

Although a tax increment f,rnanced project or district is yet to materialize in Winnipeg, it

is a step forward to allow this popular financing method for community development in

Canada.

I 0 Developing Nei ghbourhood Alternatives Proj ect
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Tax increment fìnancing is not in use in Canada yet , but there are drscusstons

and studies on going on the mechanism. As mentioned before, Manitoba enacted legal

provision, and some recent exercises are in place to apply the principle of TIF in certain

projects in some other provinces (CBC 2004). Most provinces have a law commonly

known as an "anti-bonusing" law that prevents municipalities from providing financial

incentives to industrial or commercial enterprises (Picciano, 2000). Ontario has such a

law but with an exception in the planning Act (section 28) that provides authority to

adopt a community improvement plan and to use TIF for the purpose. There are very few

project based uses of TIF started in the Province of Ontario. The Province of Alberta is

considering TIF for the East Village, Calgary area development.

When to Support TIF Redevelopmenl

. 'When 
subsidy needed to encourage development in the poorest areas of the

poorest community (Dye & Sundberg, 1998)

. When gains in taxes are created 'but for' the presence of TIF projects only (Dye

& Sundberg, 1998)

. When high properly value growth expected under an intensive investment in a

blighted area (Dye & Sundberg, 1998)

. When increase in the supply of decent, accessible and affordable homeownership

and rental opportunities can be created through the program (Johnson, 2002)

' When the TIF can stimulate the rehabilitation, and renewal of deteriorated or

dilapidated buildings are possible through the self sustaining TIF mechanism

(Johnson, 2002).
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Wen Not tu Support TIF Redevelopment

. When local government w'ould lose control over the tax base of an area (NACo,

2000)

' When there is chance that TIF financing would be used to subsidize (NACo,

2000) development/redevelopment cost without foreseeable benefit QIIACo, 2000)

. When the induced development causes additional cost to other jurisdictions and

outweigh their cost to benefìt (l'JACo, 2000)

' When it fails to generate sufficient tax increment from the area to repay the cost

of redevelopment (NACo, 2000)

. Vy'hen it might cause huge residential or commercial relocation QllACo, 2002)

' When property ownership is concentrated in few hands QrlACo, 2002)

' When there is no strong evidence suggesting future appraised value that would

fully support funding of the projects Q'{ACo, 2002)

. When it shows that the projects would increase 'private gains' instead of public

betterment projects (Sullivan, Johnson & Soden ,2002: 17)

. When property value can support maintenance and renovation costs (Berlin &

Nolan,2002)

. Growth of the TIF area should not substantially affect growth of the city as a

whole (Dye& Sundberg, 1998)

Summary oJ' TIF Experiences

Usefulness of tax increment fìnancing is basically part of an expression of serious

long-term commitment by all levels of government to facilitate creation of demand for

private development investment in presently unfeasible projects'
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To facilitate feasibility of TIF, state commitment has to contain in the legislation

authorizing diversion of public resources to encourage private investment and private

profit, and also allocate resources with commitment to complement private investment in

the context of furthering public interests.

Public commitment has to craft out a careful balance of outcome for the TIF

projects and public interests. The weighing of the return on investment against risks of

uncertain growth, and losing taxing obligations in the case of failed projects is the first

step to start designating an area as a TIF district.

Appropriate growth rate for a useful TIF can be derived from historic growth rates

and analysed cash flows using growth models and evaluating feasibility of the overall

project. Generally, net present value of the cash flows and benefit cost ratios are

employed to verify the feasibility of TIF projects. The model by Richard F. Dye & Jeffry

O. Sundberg is simple but it directly inclicates the efficiency of a TIF project using NPV

(Dye & Sundberg, 1998).

Two different kind of application of the tool are evident in the U.S., they are: 1.

Commercial projects in a designated district, and 2. Neighbourhood with mix land use.

Though suffìcient study is not yet available, the use of the tool for predominantly

residential property development is not signif,rcant, though it is extensively used for the

redevelopment of blighted neighbourhoods.

The evaluation reports support the mechanism for capital improvement projects

but prescribe caution against residential redevelopments. The research articles do not

differentiate between residential and other TIF projects, but emphasize the potential

growth in property prices and the gap between market prices and reclevelopment costs.
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Three decades of application of the tool have adcled different kinds of innovation and

integration of quantity based and price based support to the blighted neighbourhood

redevelopment proj ects.

The experience shows that there is unlimited scope of the tool for effective

application to remove blight in a city. There are ways to minimize the negative impacts of

the mechanism on renters and homeowners. An integration of other development tools

and support with tax increment financing can create the needed balance between propefiy

value increases and growth in the quality of life to sustain effective development in the

blighted areas.

The fair understanding of the property price growth, location of growth and extent

of impact of investment are prime requirements to maximize the positive outcome of the

TIF tool and minimize potential negative impact and appreciate the risk on the

neighbourhood and to the City.
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III. West Broadway Changing to Reposition

N ei ghb our ho o d P hys ic al C har acl e r i stic s

'fax increment fìnancing depends on the rate of increase of taxes on the properties

in the neighbourhood. This chapter contains an analysis of demographic and housing

changes in the community and property assessment values to formulate scenarios for the

evaluation of potential property value and thus the efficiency of the TIF program in West

Broadway.

The neighbourhood is named 'West Broadway' due to its location at the West end

of Broadway Avenue. Broadway Avenue is the only road within the neighbourhood that

intersects all streets of the community and substantially affects the overall physical

character of the area. The avenue, which was constructed by demolishing a central part of

the neighbourhood, connects the core area of the neighbourhood to the Legislative

Building and the commercial hub of the Portage Avenue area.

Located beside the wide avenues and boulevards of Colony Road, Portage

Avenue, and Broadway Avenue, the neighbourhood is a cozy residential area between the

banks of the Assiniboine River and the prominent public offices and commercial zones of

the City. Its close proximity to the University of Winnipeg and thriving shopping centres,

contiguity to the grand space of the provincial legislature and connection with the river,

has ofïered a place of choice for the elites of the City in the first half of the twentieth

century.
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The stately homes and apartments on Balmoral Street, huge school grounds,

churches and commercial areas in the neighbourhood with its location, scale and mix

made the place lively for the community of about seven thousand people in the 1970s.

The changes in the economy, reduction in family size, greater influence of automobiles,

and improvements in the City's transportation systems contributed to the decline in the

community over last thirty years. The most noticeable changes appeared in the 1970s,

when new development in the fringe areas of the city, attracted rich and wealthy residents

to the suburban lifestyle, reducing population in the inner city neighbourhoods. More

than a third of its population left the community in the last thirty years.

The suitable location, established infrastructure, proximity to major transportation

routes, mix of businesses and housing types, contiguity with stable neighbourhoods and

services, attracted public interventions for revitalization. Sustained public actions have

contributed to enhanced private confidence in the neighbourhood. Public intervention and

assistance with private investments have established signs of revitalization within the

'West Broadway neighbourhood in recent years.

Zoning and Development Plan

The areas along Broadway Avenue, Assinboine River, Osborne Street, Sherbrook

Street and Portage Avenue are designated RM-4, RM-6 and RM-7 residential zones,

housing most of the towers and apartment blocks. The positioning of the multi-family

residential blocks around the boundary of the neighbourhood has created a quiet

community of single detached homes, rooming and smaller multi family walk up

apartments in the R2T zones.
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The busy commercial hub of the City on Portage Avenue is separated from the

neighbourhood by the C2 commercial zone. The neighbourhood commercial zone C15 is

located along Broadway Avenue and Sherbrook Street (Mapl).

Plan Winnipeg 2020 Visionl puts downtown first to spin growth of the City. It

promotes the creation of healthy neighbourhoods by supporting neighbourhood

revitalization through addressing the physical, social, and economic needs of the

neighbourhoods. The plan gives priority to major improvement of neighbourhoods

through coordinating delivery of services, engaging the community in the process,

providing leadership, and encouraging private sector investment in the neighbourhoods. It

supports the creation and protection ofcharacter areas and facilitates the provision ofsafe

and affordable housing. The plan proposes tax increment financing (TIF) and tax credit

programs to facilitate affordable infill development and improve housing stock in the

older neighbourhoods (City of Winnipeg, 2000:17). The development plan also identifies

some indicators to measure effectiveness of its policy toward the revitalizalion programs

(City of 'Winnipeg, 2000: l l).

The 
'West 

Broadway Neighbourhood Housing Plan incorporates Plan 
'Winnipeg's

development principles for the area (West Broadway Development Corporation/Alliance,

2001-2003). The neighbourhood designation report prepared by the City of Winnipeg

categorized West Broadway as a 'Major Improvement Neighbourhood' based on social

and housing indicators. Housing indicators include: Median selling price, residential

rental, low income cut off, average effective dwelling age, unemployment rate, total

building permits, employment participation rate and other population indicators.

t Policy lA, Putting Downtown First; Plan Winnipeg 2020 Vision
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The City's housing policy aims to bring life back to older neighbourhoods

through renewed housing stocks within the neighbourhoods. Its objective is to integrate

economic and structural changes to improve quality of life with building neighbourhood

stability (City of Winnipeg, October, 1999)

Through the Neighbourhood I-lousing l)evelopment plan, West Broadway

Development Corporation/Alliance is continuing to coordinate housing stock and

community development programs through retrofitting of houses, community land trust,

homeownership programs and several other projects and programs.

Changes in Demography and Housing

The City of Winnipeg's housing policy designated this neighbourhood of 0.61

square kilometres as a major improvement area. A neighbourhood of just over five

thousand people with a population density of seven and a half thousand people per square

kilometre is losing residents at a lower rate than in previous years. The declining trends in

the neighbourhood's characteristics started after 1971, with out-migration reaching its

nadir in 1981. The 1986 data showed a quick return of population to the neighbourhood

with families and higher education, but the decline of the neighbourhood again set in as

eviclent from the 1991 census data, which indicated a deteriorating housing stock and

rapidly decreasing property values in the area. Successive census data indicate some

positive changes in the neighbourhood, believed to be due to public action to revitalize

the neighbourhood.

The neighbourhood changes examined are mainly after 1986, as it shows a quick

decline in population, housing stock quality, affordability, and slow but steady recovery

in the following years.
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Changes in Populatìon

When the City's population was growing at a rate of 0.7o/o per year (3.5Yo in five

years), the neighbourhood was loosing its population at a rats of more than 3o/o per year

during the period of 1986-1991 according to census dat¿. The dat¿ estimates the loss of

 .g}yo,less than 300 (265) people over the next period of five years from 1991 to 1996.

The census data shows a loss of 145 people from the neighbourhood, recording a

declining rate of 0.56%oper year during the period of 1996'2001.

The declining population growth rate has

retarded over the period 1986-2001(Figure

3.1) at such a pace that it will show gain in

population within 2006 in the area. The

changing number of population growth

imparted also with changes in its age groups.
X'igure 3.1: Changes in Population Decline

The population loss in the census period of

199l-1996 was mainly from the age groups of

0-4 years, 25-34 years, and seniors above 65.

The loss in the population during 1996-2001

was due to the age group of 0-24 years and

gains are in the age groups in between 40 and

54 years as observed in Figure 3.2.
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X'igure 3.2: Population Age Group Changes
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The above changes comply with the reduction in the number of families with

children at home. lt also complies with no changes in the number of married couples,

common law families and increasing number of lone parents.

The population aged 15 and over

have continued declining at a lower rate and

the pattern is same as the total population

growth rate in the neighbourhood.

l'he changes in population mixes

brought in more working professional and

higher educated residents and students in the

area. The positive growth in the professional

people continued from 1991 and added some

more people with university degrees as

observed in Figure 3.3.

Population with less economic

employment opportunity is decreasing, as it is

evident from Figure 3.4. As in other groups of

people, population with less qualifìcation have

also grown from 1981 to 1986 and started

declining again. Population with higher levels

of educational attainment (Figure 3.3) has

started increasing, but population with lower

levels of attainment continued declining

(Fieure 3.4).

1981-86 '1986-91 ',|991-96 1996-01

Figure 3.3: Population with Higher
Degrees: Growth
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The rise in working age groups,

professionals, and steady retention of

population age over 15 years is

contributing to the higher parlicipation

rate in the economy, as it is evident in 1981-86 1986-91 1991-96 1996-01

l Oo/o

5 o/o

0Yo

-5o/o

10Yo

150k

Figures 3.5 &.3.6.
Figure 3.6: Growth in Labor Force Participation Rate

A mere growth of 0.88 percent in the participation rate in 1991-96 period has

increased by 7.7 percent in 2001, raising the labor market participation from 56 percent to

more than 6l percent during the periocl as depicted in Figure 3.6.

Changes in Household Formalion and Family Sizes

The dwelling units have decreased and 50o/o t*

increased during the 1981-1991 perio<l,40%
30o/o

mainly due to conversion of single dwelling 20%

units into rooming houses and the demolition 10%

0%

of olcler houses (Anderson, 2004: 49). -to"t

Dwelling units as well as the total number o¡ -20%

-30%

households declined in the second half of the 1981-86 1986-91 1991-96 1996-01

period, as did the total population. Figure 3'7: Private Household: Growth Changes

The total number of families in West Broadway is still decreasing, but at a lower

rate than in previoùrs years. The total number of private household was 3710 in 1986, an

increase of 41.33o/o in 5 years from 1981(Figure 3.7).It has decreased to 2985 in1996,a
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decrease of 19.54o/o in ten years from 1986. The neighbourhood profile recorded 3070

private households in the neighbourhood in 2007, an increase of 2.85Y, from 1986.

5Oo/o

4oo/o

30%

20%

10%

Oo/o

-10%

-20%

Single person household was 2245 in 1986,

falling to 1870 by 1991 a decrease of

16.70% over a five year period. After 1991,

the number of single person household

started growing again and has gained

10.70% in the 10 year period (Figure 3.8).

No. of one Person Household: Growth

1981-86 1986-91 1991-96 1996-01

Figure 3.8: No. of One Person House hold
Growth Changes

The larger household (2 or more persons) had reached its peak in 1986 ancl

started falling again until 2007, declining from 1450 in 1986 to 1000 families in 2001.
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Figure 3.9: Ilousehold Size 2+: Growth
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Table 3.1: Average FIH size of the City and West Broadway

Families of two persons has increased at a

very modest rate after 1996, increasing from a

total 475 in 1996 to 485 in 2001(Figure

3.9).'Ihe inter-census period of 1996-2001

shows a clear reversal of the past trend before

1986. T'he out-migration has slowed down and

the total number of households in the area has

decreased at a slower rate. The average

household size in the West Broadway area has

historically been smaller than the City and it

has decreased at a rate faster than other part

of the City as shown in table 3.1.
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The 1991-1996-intercensal period has seen the highest rate of out-migrants, comprised of

population age fifteen years and over, population age over five and seniors. The rate of

out movers have retarded from 1996 to 2001 as evident in figure 3.10.

The declining negative growth in

household size has partly contributed to the

increasing number of occupied private

dwellings. While population and number of

census familyl were still decreasing until

2001, the number of household was on the rise

at the same period due to the growing number

of single person household.
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Figure 3.10: Non Movers (age 5+)
Growth Changes
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Despite an overwhelming presence of

single person households, more and more

families have opted to stay in the

neighbourhood longer than before, as evident

from the number of non-movers aged five

years old and population aged fìfteen years

and over in the neighbourhood, which is 1981-86 1m91 1991-S 19æ01
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declining slower than before (Figure 3' l 1)' 
Figure 3.r r: census Family Number: Growth

The longer duration of time West Broadway residents are remaining in the

community, coupled with an increase in the number of non-migrants may indicate a
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growing confidence in the neighbourhood among smaller làmilies and single-person

dwellers in the area.

Changes in the Economy

The median household income, recorded as $16"085 in the 2001 census year,

indicates more than thirty percent growth from the previous census years (1996) income

of $ 12,3 87. T'he average household income also grew af a rcIe of 6 percent annually over

the census period, from $16,211 per year in 1996 to 520,923 per year in 2001. The

employment structure of West Broadway has also changed between 1996 and 2001.

During this period, employment income increased by 13 percent fiom 53.33 percent to

66,70 percent, indicating a lesser reliance on the government's transfer payments"

The population in the labour

force is increasing, as evident in Figure

3.12. The labor f'orce increased more

than 2 percent annually, from 1996 to

2001. The unemployment rate dropped

to 14.4 percent in 2001, fiom 29 petcent

in 1996.
1981-86 1986-9',1 1991-96 1996-01

Figure 3.12:Labour Force Growth
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The average family income in West

Broadway has decreased by 5.7%obetween 1991

and 1996.1n 1991, average family income in the

neighbourhood was S 21,682 dropping to

$20,440 in 1996.

Table 3.2: City and 
'West Broadway income

After 1996, the average f'amily income started rising in the area, grown 36.13%

over the following five years. In the same period, median family income also grew,

expanding from $16,528 in 1996,to 523,290 per year in 2001, representing a 40.90o/o

growth over the five year period. The average household income grew 29.66 percent

between 1996 and 2001, while the median household income grew by 29.85 percent

during the same period.

The average household ancl family income between West Broadway and the City

has changed with noticeable differences in the census year of 1996 and2001, as evident

36 13%% Change in Av
Family

!i27824520440Average Iìamily
29 06%% Change in Av. Èlll

$20923xit62l IAverage I-IFI

\#cst Broadway

19.54%o/" Change in Average
familv lncome

$63567$53 I 74Av. iìamily

t833%Yo Cha:¡ge in Av. HFI
lncoÛÌe

$53 r 765M931Average HH

200rt996City

in table 3.2.

Incidence of low income in

the West Broadway neighborhood

has recorded major development

from 1996 to 2001. It has changed

noticeably, yet the presence of

low-income family in the

neighbourhood is almost double

48%49 10%44 30o/r1l.020Â80.80%69.78%Un-
attached
lndividuals

4.0%24 30%20.30%12.l2o/o76.60%64.48%Private
iill

39%19.40%t5.5%l5.90o/o70 80v.54.90o/o[iconomic
Iramilies

ChangeI 996200 IChangeI 996200 l

City of WinnipegWest Broadway

Table 3.3: Incidence of Low Income: West Broadway and the City
than it is in the City.
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H ous ing Char act e r i s t i c s

The huge number of

apartment dwellers in the

neighbourhood overshadows the

diverse forms of housing and

skewed mix of tenure. A

significant proportion of the

buildings are privately owned,

small apartments in the core

--O-Total Number

-**-'Minor Repair Need

-.q Regular Maint. need

'.r' .Maior Repair Need

3000

2500

2000

1 500

1 000

500

U

1981 199't 1 996

Dwelling Condition

Fisure 3.13: Dwellins Condition

2001

areas.

The presence of small apartment buildings in the core areas, a non-profit senior

citizen tower along the neighbourhoods edge, co-op family housing, and a good number

of rooming houses provide most of the dwelling units in the neighbourhood.

Single-family detached homes and building with less than four family apartments,

occupy almost two thirds of about 400 smaller residential buildings in the

neighbourhood. Most of these smaller buildings are more than one hundred years old,

while the other third are between seventy to ninety nine years old. The apartment blocks

of two to 12 stories are located along the single detached homes in the neighbourhood,

housing more than five units to 70 dwelling units in 98 apartment blocks.

Though the number of buildings which require minor repairs are increasing at a

slower rate, the number of buildings with major repair required is decreasing and a huge

number of buildings are still waiting for major repair works to revive the quality of

housing supply in the neighbourhood, as shown in Figure 3.13.

gE*
" ' '&.
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Housing and Property Mirc

Properties in the area can be divided into four classes for the purpose of the

Municipal Assessment Act: residential l, residential 2, residential 3, institutional and

lnstltut¡ons &
Others

Residentil3
14%

10o/o

Residenüal
2

15o/o Res¡dentie
1

61o/o

condominium buildings. Figure 3.14: property Class, (pAD, 1993)

According to 1999 and 2003 property tax assessments, 392 properties are

classified as residential 1,98 properties are classified as residenttal2 and 53 properties

are of residential 3 class. About one hundred properties belong to institutions, churches,

schools, and commercial property class (Figure 3.14).

others.

Residential I properties include buildings

that contain less than four dwelling units,

residential 2 properties are types of

residential buildings containing more than

four dwelling units and residential 3

properties are cooPeratives and

Churches, schools, and some of the

institutions housing seniors ate

classified as tax exempt by the City of

Winnipeg. Among three thousand

dwelling units, only 225 was classified

as single detached homes in the year

2001 by Statistics Canada (Figure 3.14

& Figure 3.15).

Dwelling Unlts: Compooltion, 1996

Single Det Semi-det
House

60/o

housepo* ¡ou""
Others

1o/o

Apertment,

1o/o

Apertment,
duplex

5o/o<5

Storeyes
29o/o

57o/o

Figure 3.15: House TYPes, 1996
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Regular maintenance2 required on a property generally refers to painting, furnace

and cleaning within a building. Minor repair, refers to repair of missing or loose floor

tiles, bricks or shingles, defective steps, railing or sidings etc. Major repair refers to repair

of defective plumbing or electrical wiring, structural repairs to walls, fìoor, or ceiling etc.

In 1991 ,63.95 percent of the houses in West Broadway were in need of regular

maintenance,24.80 percent were in need of minor repairs, while 71.42 percent were in

need of major repairs. ln 1996, the maintenance requirements were reduced to 60.80

percent, 23.45 percent and 15.75 percent respectively. By 2001, the repair and

maintenance requirements were comparable to the City's average housing stock

maintenance and repair requirements. The City's average were 62.00 percent, 28.50

percent and 9.4 percent respectively for regular maintenance, minor repairs and major

repair requirements at the same period.

2 Statistics Canada definitions:
http://wwwl2.statcan.calenglish/census0liproducts/reference/dict/dwe003.ht, accessed on 18/05/2005
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St¿tistics Canada, divides residential

properties differently than the

assessment department. The City

average of apartment dwellings to

other residential dwellings in 1996 was

32.80 percent and 32.29 percent in

200l.In West Broadway, it was 90.30

percent in 1996 and 90.52 percent in

2003. X'igure 3.16: House Types, 2001

Within West Broadway, 85 percent of housing units are apartments, as evident in

Figure 3.16. The rest of the apartments are lost in the definition of residential I class of

properties, which include single detached and townhouses.

Property Stock

The average age of the residential I property stock is more than 100 years old.

Only nine (2.2 percent) building of residential I class are built after 1946 in the area,

while only 34 percent of the homes are less than 70 years old. The remaining 62 percent

(252 homes) of residential I buildings constructed during or before 1905, and hence are

more than 100 years old (PAD,2005).

The variations in the total number of dwelling units are mainly due to demolition

of the old stock and conversion of old homes to rooming houses in the recent past. The

rapid growth of major and minor repair requirements for the old stocks has been reduced

recently as shown in Figure 3.16.

Dwelling Units: Composition, 2(X)l

Single Detsemi-det
Others House house

1%Rqr house
Apartment, 1o/o

Apartment,
duplo<

npaoi/rfient,

<5

24!o

5+storeys
6'lù/o
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Age and Numher of Dwelling Units

West Broadway consists of about 650 lots in total. Altogether, 98 apartment

blocks housed 2,793 dwelling units out of the total 3.060 dwelling units in the year 2001

(Figure 3.17).

The neighbourhood is predominantly occupied by apartment dw-ellers. More than

half of the apartments are built before 1930; the last aparlment in the area was built in

1988. The cost of maintenance, taste of residents and perception of the neighbourhood

due to its very old physical orientation, made it different from neighboring residential

areas on the other side of the river.

2500

2000

I 500

1000

500

0
Built upto 1910 '1910-1 930 1931-1950 1951 - 1 980 1980-1988

Figure 3.17: Property Stock with Construction period

Home Ownership

West Broadway is home to a number of people who need specific housing for

different reasons. The predominant feature of the neighbourhood is its absentee

homeowners. In the census year 2001 , renters occupied 2,87 5 of the 3,060 dwelling units'

Only a tiny fraction of the residents are homeowners; 190 of the 3,060 units.

Single person households account for two thirds of the total number of households in

West Broadway. Only 7 40 families live in the neighbourhood, of which 40 were living

with children at home in the 2001 census.

152 ..

0
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-lá 2193
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Home ownership is historically very low in the West Broadway in comparison to the City

due to its physical mix of propefty types

'fhe ownership rate after the Year

1996, has started rising again.

According to 2001 statistics of the

area, most of the owners do not live

in the community.

3.1 8)

100%

800/"

60%

40Þ/o

200k

0'/"

197 1 1976 1 981 1 S86 1991 1 996

% of HH paying more than 30% of lncome

70%

60%

50%

--,4 Owning--+-

generally live in apartments and move frequently

The owners in the neighbourhood spend a

higher portion of their income on rent than

that of the City as a whole. In 2001, about 30

percent of the renters and in 1996,25 percent

of the owners paid rent more than 30percent

of their income (Figure 3.19). In addition, the

mortgages paid by West Broadway residents

exceeded the city of Winnipeg Average.

2,001 i

Figure 3.18: Home Ownership in West Broadway

Housing Affordability I 991-2001

The proportion of West Broadway residents who own as opposed to rent their

accommodations are approximately 6 percent, while the city of Winnipeg average is

more than 60 percent. The neighbourhood consists primarily of renters and most of them

are of one member household (Stats Can 1996-2001). Two thirds of the private

households are single person, while more than two thirds of the total dwelling units are in

apadment blocks. The neighbourhood is inhabited by predominantly renters who

*. -'

10o/o

o%

1981 1986 1991 1996 2001

Years

Fisure 3.19: Cost of Accommodation
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In West Broadway, renters occupied 93.8 percent of the dwelling units in 2001.

Of these renters, 52.7 percent paid more than 30 percent of their income as rent, while

only 38 percent of the City dwellers paid more than 30 percent of their income as rent

during the same period. The average gross rent in the neighbourhood was $493 per

month, 9i.2 percent of the City average of $541 per month. In 1996, 64.7 percent of the

renters in the area were paying more than 30 percent of their income. Average gross rent

was $3 82 per month, 7 5.2 percent of the City average gross rent of $508 per month.

Owners were paying $700 per month as major monthly payment in 2001; the

amount was 93.2percent of the City average of the same. Homeowners paying more than

3 0 percent of their income were 28 .9 percent; the City average is 1 1 .7 percent for the

same. In 7996, owner's payment was $499 per month, 73.2 percent of the City average of

$681. More than 60 percent (60.7percent) of the household was paying more than 30

percent of their income for major housing payment; the City average was37.7 percent of

the household for the same.

Summary

Renovation activities in West Broadway have had a positive effect within the

neighbourhood. Its population is now generally younger and more economically active,

with smaller family size and a greater tendency to remain within the neighbourhood for

longer periods of time than in the previous years.
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Supply of housing for smaller families, single parents and unattached individuals

has increased. The intensified maintenance activities have contributed to the overall

quality of neighbourhood dwelling units. The maintenance renovation has converted

some of the units into multi family dwellings to small apartment buildings.

The rising demand also rose the rent and price of the dwelling units faster than the

city average rate of increase. Yet, the housing affordability in the neighbourhood

improved than the previous years.

The West Broadway redevelopment program is generating many positive changes

within the community, as illustrated by chapter 3. Recent changes in housing quality and

homeownership patterns indicate a transition to a new and unique neighbourhood. The

neighbourhood seems to be transitioning towards a younger demographic, with a higher

proportion of students, smaller households, often single parent families and an increase in

neighbourhood vibrancy. The growing affordability with higher rate of increase in

mortgage payment and rent indicates a growing demand for properties in the

neighbourhood.
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IV. Froperty, Value, Tax and tax Increments

The property assessment value indirectly reflects the market value of a property.

In this chapter, we will look at property assessment values from 2000 to2006, covering

the referencel years of 1995, 7ggg, and 2003 to estimate tax and increments. Estimated

tax2 from assessment values, obtained from the property assessment department has been

used to evaluate the usefulness of the redevelopment program in terms of incremental tax

revenue earned from the neighbourhood.

In this chapter, I will look at evidence of changes brought in by the implementation of the

housing initiatives by the provincial and the City government. The amount of property

value changes in the neighbourhood, location, and amount of property value growth and

location of redevelopment efforts are evaluated to find out eff,rciency of investments'

Properfy Values in West BroadwaY

In Manitoba, estimating property values for the purpose of property taxation are

clone every four years. T'he general assessment done every four years is known as a

reassessment. Assessment of the property in the intermediate years uses the property

values from the reference year.

f'he reference year is the year following the last general assessment. Immediately

after a new reference year, property values become effective for new tax calculation and

a new reference year value assessment starts, which will be effective after three years

from that point.

' Detail: see Appendix 1

2 In the process tax credit deductions are neglected
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According to the system year 2005, the assessment roll is using the six-year-old

nrarket values of the reference year 1999 and it will be replaced by the year 2003-

reference year for assessed values in 2006.

Note: Years in lower case letters are intermediate assessment years (Source: P

Assessment or reassessment values always depend on the reference year's values

that are at least three years out of date. At the end of each cycle, assessment values are six

years out of date. The hrst year assessment values of the fìrst reference year are

substantially different from the previous yeat's assessment rolls as they reflect change in

market value of the properties in the past three years. In the table above, the assessment

rolls of 1998,2002 and2006 reflect market values of 1995, i999 and 2003 respectively.

The interim year values only incorporate the values attributed by the changes or

improvements occurted to the property.

The market value based assessment system is practiced in the City of Winnipeg, though

the assessment value is not necessarily the exact market value but a reflection of market

trend, changes made to the property, changes in the neighbourhood and changes in

zoning of the area.

The value of all properties in the West Broadway neighbourhood is worth about 138.75

million dollars according to the 1993 assessment and would yield around I.22 million

1 995Reference Years 1999 003

1994 200019991 998Assessment Years 2004200320022001 20051006

Table 4.1: Relationship Between Reference Years and Assessment Years

3 Propefty Assessment Department, City of Winnipeg
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The market value based assessment system is practiced in the City of Winnipeg, though

the assessment value is not necessarily the exact market value but a reflection of market

trend, changes made to the property, changes in the neighbourhood and changes in

zoning of the area.

The value of all properties in the West Broadway neighbourhood is worth about 138.75

million dollars according to the 1993 assessment and would yield around 1.22 million

dollars in municipal taxes to the city and 1.8 million dollar worth of education taxes to

the provincial education support levy and school division taxes in the year 2006.

The total value of all properties in V/est Broadway in the 1991 reference year was

l2l .23 million dollars, while in 1995 and 1999, the total value of all properties in the

neighborhood was lll.gzand 115.06 million dollars respectively.

Res3
lOlo

Res2
21%

Others
52%

R6s1

170/o

Rês3

90/,

Ros2

170/o

58%

Resl
160h

Figure 4.1: Property Class Value Shares, X'igure 4.2: Property Class Value Shares,

200011995 2006t2003

Though West Broadway is considered a residential neighbourhood, more than 52

percent ofthe assessed values are ofnon-residential class properties, 17 percent is ofthe

residential 1,21 percent is residerúial2 and 10 percent is residential 3 class properties.

Many of its residential properties partially house small business and service offices.



The properties in the area gained 23.90 percent in value in the period from the 2003

reference year to the 1995 reference year, and 2.8 percent from the 1995 reference year to

the 1999 reference year. Most of the value growth came from non-residential propefties,

which were loosing values at a faster rate than residential properties in the previotts

reference years.

In the period between the 1995 and the 1999 assessment, properties classified

under the category 'residential 1' lost more than 10 percent in value, while at the same

time the other propefiies recorded a gain of more than 9 percent. However, residential 1

properties recorded the highest gain in value in the 2003 reference year compared to the

1999 reference year.

160.00

Assessment Values in Million
140.00

120.00

100.00

80.00

60.00

40.00

20.00

0.00 '--i--' '-- -T --

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Figure 4.3: Variation in Property Assessment Values in the West Broadway

Source: PAD data Compiled by Author
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Properfy Assessment Value Growth

The property classes show varying growth

rates in the neighbourhood properly in the

assessment years. Since real estate markets

depend on many other factors. the assessment

appraisal of the property is a reflection of the

demand for the type of properties in the area. It

also reflects differences in demand due to location

of the residential property.

The residential 1 properties in 2002 is

assessed to have a negative growth of about 10

percent, while all other class of properties have

experienced gains in value in that year.

The yearly growth of the residential 1

properties in the West Broadway neighbourhood

shows a turn around from a declining appraisal to

a considerable increase in values in 2006(Figure

4.7).

The annual growth rate patterns are

distinctively different for each class of properties

as it is evident from the annual growth rate table

and figures (Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7) compiled

from the assessment data.

Residential 1

Fisure 4.4: Annual Growth Rates

Residential 2

Fisure 4.5: Annual Growth Rates

Resident¡al 3
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100h

5lo
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Figure 4.6: Annual Growth Rates

Figure 4.72 Annual Growth Rates
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The residential 2 class of properties experienced declining values before 2002.

The assessment in 1999 shows a positive gain in assessment values in 2002 but it

cleclined in value again in2004. This class of properties gained in value in 2003, reflected

in the 2006 assessment roll. (Figure 4.5).

Residential 3, and non-residential properties have recorded a decline in values in

the new assessment in2002 according to the reference year of 7992, but gained value by

2}}4,reflecting new construction in the area and a gain in value in2006 again'

The 'other class' of properties irrespective of investment did not gain in value due

to differences in methodology but gained immensely in the 2003 reference yeff for the

assessment roll of 2006 (Figure 4.7).

Properfy Value Growth Areas

The revival of the property price growthvaries aoross street acldresses as it shows

differences in its class of properties. Until 1999(assessment year2002), per unit dwelling

price was highest at Broadway Avenue, followed by Balmoral Street and other areas in

the neighbourhood. The difference of property values were more than 10 percent, the

assessment values growth over a period of four years has shown a reduced gap in values

across the neighbourhood.

Except properties on Sherbrook Street, Westminster Avenue and Maryland

Avenue, the residential 1 class of properties have gained values all across the

neighbourhood. The highest average property assessment value growth has been

observed on Langside Avenue.
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The variations in value among residential class 2 properties in the neighborhood

were not wide. The average value of an apartment unit is eleven thousand to fifteen

thousand dollars and it has shown little growth during assessment periods 1995-

2003(Figure 4.5).

The value of residential class 3 properties varies widely in 'West Broadway and its

growth is different across the neighbourhood (Figure 4.6).

The other classes of properties including coÍìmercial establishments and offices,

restaurants and institutions have gained in values in excess of 40 to 90 percent across the

neighbourhood as shown in table  .2(Appendix2, and Figure 4"7)'

Neighbourh ood Revitalization Programs

The West Broadway Neighbourhood Housing Plan4 is designed to achieve

several objectives, acldressing a number of key principles. It encourages and promotes all

aspects of housing activities, extending useful life of housing stock, preserving historic

characteristics of the neighbourhood and the structures, rehabilitating old houses,

marketing quality and affordable housing with wide varieties and choices, promoting

opporlunity for homeownership, renting, developing and preserving public investment

and sustainable development into the future (West Broadway, Neighbourhood Housing

Plan 2001-2003).

The partners in the development efforts for the neighbourhood, cater different

programs to fulfill the objectives and vision of the neighbourhood to revitalize the area

into a feasible investment area for housing development and tum it into a place of choice

to live in comfort in its unique environment.

a West Broadway Neighbourhood Housing Plan 2001, West Broadway Development Corporation/Alliance
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Building new homes on vacant land is not economically feasible, due to the low

market values of properties in the area. The Community Land Trust Program5 offers land

for renting to recluce total cost of home ownership in the area.

Besides building homes, Lions Housing Partnership on Langside4 Street offers

training, promotes energy conservation and employment in its acquisition, renovation and

resale program in partnership with several non-profit private and public organizations ancl

with Lions Club Flousing Centres of Winnipeg Inc.

The Westminster Housing Co-op4 in the area aims to develop high quality

housing, at reasonable minimum costs, utilizing federal, provincial, and municipal grants.

Westminster Flousing Partnership on the other hand provides high quality family rental

units in the neighbourhood through renovation and conversion ofvacant and boarded up

properties through its efforts and commitment to the neighbourhood'

Tenant Landlord Cooperation4 Project surveys. inspect and interviews tenants and

ownefs to ensure quality rental accommodation in the neighbourhood.

West Broadway Development Corporation, through its program, promotes

RRAP6 and neighbourhood housing assistance to homeowners. The corporation also

works in alliance with other community based agencies in Winnipeg to develop special

housing needs projects in the neighbourhood.

West Broadway Neighbourhood Property Assessment Values

-fhe assessment department has divided the city into ten market regions for the

pulpose of properly valuation. The tenth region includes both the West Broadway and

5 West Broadway Neighbourhood Housing Plan,2001-2003
6 Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program
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Spence Neighbourhoods. While residentiall type of properlies are assessed based on the

real estate market indicators, apartments are assessed based on selling price and

capitalization rates. Commercial spaces are valued based on commercial income stream

and net operating income, as well as some other factors.

l'he West Broadway Neighbourhood shows a difference in growth amongst the

clifferent classes of properties. The Citywide value change in the market region during

1999-2003 was 23.20 percent, and the neighbourhood area market value change for

residential properties was 29.8 percent (PAD, 2005)7. The assessment values of the

renovated properties gained much more value than rest of the stock. For example, 145

Sherbrook Street, a residential class 1 property, gained 38.38 percent in value without

major repairs, while the dwelling at 143 Furby Street gained 18.38 percent in value

during the same period without any major repairs. The residential I property at25l Furby

Street ha{ some internal alteration to convert it into an apartment at a cost of $8,000 in

the year 2000. The property originally valued at $79,000 was assessed at $87000 the

same year and grew by 10.57 percent to the taxable value of $102,600 in 2006. The

Table 4.3 shows the impact of renovations and repairs in the neighbourhood.

The neighbourhood's properly price growth pattern varies widely across

Broadway Boulevard, but it mainly follows the concentration of narrow lots and

residential 1 class of properties in the neighbourhood. The South part of Balmoral

Avenue properties show the least growth followed by south of Young Street, and

Maryland Avenue properties.

Most of the properties in the region experienced a decline in property values

during the t 991 -1999 assessments. Remax, a private real estate agent, predicted in 1999

7 Property Assessment Map: www.winnipegassessment.com
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6.r2%to.7s%l 036%Maryland lSara Av
23.71%10.34r/d 55.92%Jherbrook lSara Av
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13.18%29.45'/"1 10.79%Langsicle lBroadway

10.38%21.52r/d 0.68%Young lBroadway
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Cverall GrowthNorth Av. Growth lsou*' Av. GrowthStreet
lnividing
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Iable 4.2: Property Price Growth Across Broadway Av

* Area North of Broadway Av. and South of Sara Av.
** Area between Sara Av. and Broadway Av.
Source: Property Assessment Values compiled by author

that the region would experience a strong turnaround in the selling price of properties8

after an estimated 42.3 percent selling price decline over the eight year period.

The Remax prediction of the tumaround was dependent on renovations driven

primarily by non profit organizations, tax incentives by the city, addressing crime issues,

a strong econolny, structurally sound homes and citizen's commitment to improve the

image of the area.

The Properly Assessment department has determined that 43 (16.3 percent) of the

263 apartment sold in the City, had transferred ownership in the neighbourhood,

indicating a strong demand for apartment properties in the area. Since apartment

properties are assessed in a different way, Residential 2 class properly shows very little

growth.

* www. Remax-winnipeg. com/newsletteroctgg. htm
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Public and Private Renovation Activities

Analysis of the 250 pelmit activities from 1998 to 2003 issued by the city's

Planning, Property and l)evelopment Department, reveals that renovation activities

mainly involve interior alterations, followed by non-structural repair and exterior

alteration. The total new construction in the area during the period involves 51 percent of

the total dollar amount of investment in the area (Table 4.3).

Table 4.3: Type and concentration of renovation by Street, frequency and cost

Source: AMNDA Permit Tracking System (1999 to 2003), Summarized by author

The four new constructions were valued at more than the 1899 renovation permits

issued involving repair, alteration, and addition project values in the neighbourhood
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<luring the period(Table 4.2). The structural, non-structural, exterior and interior

alteration covered tnore than 40 percent of the total renovation works10.

-fhe renovation activities from the permit are summarized against class of

properties. The highest concentrations of renovation activities were on buildings located

along Sherbrook Avenue, Furby Street, and Langside Street. More than half (36) of the

60 buildings on Sherbrook Street has received some kind of renovation during the period;

one in every three buildings on Furby street, and one in every four buildings on Langside

and Spence Streetl l.(Table 4.3).

Source: AMANDA Permit Tracking System, summarized repair permits by author

The properlies which received renovations showed a signif,rcant difference in

assessment values in comparison with all other classes of properties (Table 4.4). Between

2000(1995 reference year) and 2002 (1999 reference year) the residents 1 class of

properties declined 3.96 percent. During the 2002 to 2006 (2003 reference year) years,

the residents I class of properties gained 64.82 percent. Overall, the total value of these

'o AMANDR Pe¡mit Tracking System, Planning, Property and Development Department, City of Winnipeg

" AMANDA Permìt and Tracking System, Planning, Property and Development Depaftment, City of
Winnipeg

980 l 90220.62%l26.6t%Change

490095 1133607s01 49009s11 0605850820440C961'otal

s.96v,l 49.88%91.02%o/o Change

20.33o/t99629C60410s01 ee629o5544150290240C9Others
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fable 4.4: Renovation Impact on Renovated Properlies
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properties gained 26.16 percent (Table property class and annual value growth- appendix

2), representing a gain of'more than 38 percent more than the average gain of this class of

properlies. The assessment capitalized,73.59 percent of the permit values issued against

these properties.

Residential 2 class of properties had declined 22.46 percent in value inthe period

from 2000(1995) to 2002(1999) and gained 5.22 percent between 2002(1999) and

2006(2003) and capitalized 9.67 percent of the permit values issued for repair and

renovation activities in the neighbourhood.

Residential 3 class of properties gained 8.21 percent in value between 2000 (1995

reference year) and 2002(1999 reference year) and gained a further 34.11 percent during

the 2002 (1999 refèrence year) to 2006(2003 reference) period '

Others classes of properties including offices, stores and restaurants had started

gaining values earlier than residential properties. These other types of properties gained

91.02 percent in value between 2000 (1999 reference year) and 2002(1999 reference

year), yet the class of properties continued to gain in value in 2006(2003 reference year)

and recorded another gain of 8.96 percent over 2002(1999 reference year) values and

capitalized 49.88 percent of the renovation investment in the area.

Individual assessment value gain is significant in the neighbourhood from the

1999 reference year fo 2003 and total property assessment value is significantly different

among all properties in the neighbourhood.
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For example, the propefiy located af 105 Broadway Avenue invested $450,000 in 1999

and yet its assessment value declined from 1 .215million in 2005 To 2006 A residential 1

class property (196 Young Street) invested $18,000 in internal repair and gained an

additional $6,600 on the assessed value of their properly between 2005 and 2006' The

gain in value on the 196 Young Street property is 18.69 percent, significantly less than

the average of 64.82 percent gained in all renovated buildings, but in line with the

average of 15.66 percent gained on all residential I properties.

Private and Public Investment in Renovation

Winnipeg Housing and Flomelessness Initiative (WFIHI) is showing continued

commitments to West Broadway Redevelopment through providing direct support under

NHA, RRAP and AFII programs. The province has distributed more than four million

dollar for the neighbourhood redevelopment from the year 2007 to 2005.

The City of Winnipeg prioritized the neighbourhood housing redevelopment through its

housing policy and designated it as one of the housing improvement zones. Besides its

regulatory measures, the City has so far allocated more than a million dollar fiom the

year 2000 to 2005.

The total redevelopment and development activities in the neighbourhood are

significantly greater than the assistance provided by the City and the Provincial

government. The redevelopment, repair, renovation, and new construction permits

amounted for roughly 20 million dollar in the last five years stafiing in 1998 through to

2003 (Table 4.5)
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Provincial Programs $ 409,5s2$ I ,470.01 7 s I,288,804
Young $ 628,365ss s r 14,400s 102,050s r 3 8,000

s 301 ,886$Wesminster s 20,934$ 40,300 $ 60,000
St. Mary's $ $ 200,000

$ 10s,400$Spence s 13,000s 128, I 83$ 4,500 s 19,000
$ r 00,000Sherbrook lì r.044,000$ 365,600s 286,999 $ 100.000s 438,290

$ 600,000sPoftage s$ 1,000,000$ $ 10,000

$Marlland s 6,000$ 330.000$ $$ 300
s 281,000$Langside $ 295.400s 409,000$ 138,700 $ I 16,800

$Furby $ 330,000$ 178.000$ 9,009,-s00 s l 15,700$ 42s,840
$ 20.000$ 895.000$ 30,000Cornish $ 56s.000s 56.000$

Broadway s 1 1,s00$ 7,000$ 450,000 ss 27,500
Balmoral $ 352,700s l6.l7s $s 21"400s 30,000

$ r 30,000Iotal Permit Valuel2 s 3,296,683$2,065, I 65$r 1,94s,960 $ 1,100,900$r,400,7r4

200c1999l 998Year 20032002200 l

Table 4.5: Summarv of lnvestment in West Broadwav. 1998-2005

ity Programs s 104,134 $ 284,025 s 241,907 $ I 19,705

Sources: Compiled from the City of Wìnnipeg Permit Tracking System & WHHI
Property Tax Struclure and Composition

Irrespective ofthe property class, three different kinds oftaxes are collected from

the properties in the neighbourhood. The City of Winnipeg collects general municipal

taxes, the Province of Manitoba collects provincial education support levy and each

individual school division collects special taxes. Some common good properlies (school,

church) and senior houses are exempt from property taxes.

Table 4.6: Property taxes from the neighbourhood from 2000 to 2006

Source: Property Assessment Department from 2000 to 2006
317306667s2241 1214411122343120.5101138.75n2006Roll(2003 lv)

2735588ss212sl I 09870510s41s4112.01n2005Roll(1999Iv)

21323966ü0471 10513651017983I I 1.14n2004Roll( 1999 lv)

2741 1306074881 10516241088018112.02n2003Roll(1999 lv)

2810829641fi81 103459411286964.4301I l -5.07nZ002Roll( 1 999 lv )

30894527s2ts2l 12t4369r 082900I 10.18nZ00lRoll(1995 lv)

2468s2133373 tl 95104911831401ll.9lnZ000Roll (1995 lv)

Total Tax
Ed. Support
Levy

lSpecial School

loiuision
GMunicipal
Tax

Assessed Property
ValuesYears

12 Private and Public
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Taxes are dependent on both porlioned values and mill rates. Overall, portioned

values and the mill rate for the City, provincial education and education special levies fbr

the school divisions are changing. The general municipal taxes in the year 2006 would be

38.56 percent of the total taxes; provincial education levy 21.28 percent and school

division taxes 40.16 percent of the total taxes paid by the property owners of the

neighbourhood.

According to the 2002 mill rates and portioned values, general municipal tax was

40.16 percent of the total, education levy was 23.03 percent and school division tax was

36.81 percent of the total tax paid by the properties in the neighbourhood. The total

education tax was 59.84 percent of the total tax in the year 2002 and would be 61.44

percent in 2006. The City tax in general is declining, while education taxes are on the rise

in recent years in the neighbourhood.

Taxes from different classes of properlies are also varying over the assessment

periods. The residential I class of properties (Table 4.7)had a share of 26 percentof the

total taxes in 2001. decreasingto 20 percent in2002 and increasing to 24 percent of the

total taxes in the neighbourhood. Residential 2 class of properties had a share of 29

percentofthetaxesin200l anddeclinedto24percentin2002andto22percentin2006.

The portioned values f'or the residential 2 class of properties has been reduced and

the procedure of assessment of this class of property is not the market value but income

and capitalization rate. The same trend is observed in the resiclential 3 class of properties.
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I l0.l9mTotal 100%2.8108nrll5.06mt00%3.09m 100%J.173m138.75m
31o/o0.95m56.78mOthers L3l8m80. l3m43o/ol.2l8lm63.03n 42%

l0.82rnResidential3 12o/o0.3443m11.26rn1AYo0.43m 12%1.385m12.86m
29%0.90m23.12nResidential 2 l.7l3m23.95m240Á0.6862m23.88m 22%

18.87mResidential I 20%0.5622m16.89rn26%0.81m 24%0.157m21.82m

%o of
Tax
Share

Tax2001Property
Class

Tax2006o/o of
Tax
Share

Tax2002 o/o of
Tax
Share

Table 4.7 Price Growth and of the Tax Shares

Source: Property Assessment Department from 2000 to 2006. compiled by author

The portione<l value for the 'others' class of propefiies is higher than the various other

classes and the portioned value is also higher due to the presence of tax exempt

properties. The others(non residential) class paid 3l percent of the total tax roll, though

total property value was 51.59 percent of the total in 200lof both values and share of tax

these class of properties have increased to 57.75 percent and 42 percent respectively in

2006.

Tax Increment & Feasibilify of the Redevelopment Activities

The data available for the research does not go beyond the year 2000 and up to the year

2006. The assessment values available for 2006 are effective from 2006 to 2009. The

present estimate of the total tax and tax increment from the year 2001 to 2009 is taken as

the revenue for a TIF financed redevelopment in the West Broadway neighbourhood

Table 4.8: Tax and Tax Increment (2000-2006)
starting in that year.

1'he benefit cost ratio for the

704544.c,1387535801 3tt306(2006

261066.9t't20666201 273ss882005

263874.1llll4552ol 2'73239(2004

218609.51t20234201 21471312003

342308.3r r s0637701 28 | 083C2002

620931.2r rors52ool 3o8e4s32001

l l lgrsss0l 2468s21200(
Iax IncrementAssessment homl TaxYear¡

project is calculated using all the public

investment made in renovation activities

in the neighbourhood and tax increments

Source: PAD from 2000 to 2006, compiled by
author

starting from 2001
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Assuming a ten-year project, the tax increment assumed to remain at the 2006

level until the end of the project in 2009 (Table 4.8). The ten-year project yields a benefìt

cost ratio of 1.01 and a negative net present values at interest rates of 5 percent, 2.5

percent, and 1.5 percent. The interest compounded yearly and tax increment kept constant

after year 2006 ('l'able

T'able 4.9: Net Present Value of Investment & Revenue
4.9) ear estmentl3 V 5 1.5

The revenue includes

increment on all the

property taxes accrued after

starting the project in the

year 2000. The Net Present

Value (NPV) shows a

significant sensitivity to the

changing interest rates

(Table 4.9)

Net present value is the total discounted cash flows after of the project at the

value level of the starting year.

In the ten year project period, the education and the City tax districts would have

lost the entire revenue amount to private investors, if the development were financed

through the TIF method. If West Broadway were not redeveloped through different

programs, the growing trend of declining property values would have lost progressive

revenue due to blight in the neighbourhood.

Source: PAD from 2000 to 2006, estimated and compiled
by author

-668145NPVBCR 1.010134 -203444-34931C
2009 s36965.2432529.5704544.9 5981 1 1 .6

2008 s50389.4454155.9704544.9 607083.3
2008 564149.1416863.i704s44.9 616189.5
2001 578252.8500706.9704544.9 625432.3

704544.92006 63481 3.8592709.t525742.3
267066.91091701200s -754168-711085-64612',1

263874.122282s2004 38104.7136281.9233771.66
218609.514085092003 -1064513-1023633-9160s4

2002 342308.36s74s9 -301 384-2e2649-28585 I
2001 -1079153620931.2r154042 -1099861-107851 1

200c -1047340104734 -103186-1021 80

't Sum of City and Provincial lnvestntent: Table 4.5
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Redevelopment and Property Ta-x Potential

Market valtres of properties has a direct impact on the assessment values and

property taxes are directly proportional to the assessment values of the properly. 1'he

portioned value and mill rates combine to 1.33605 percent (Portioning Factor : 0.45. and

mill rate : 29.691) to 1.92985 percent (Portioning Factor : 0.65, and mill rate : 29.691)

of the assessment values14.

Remax Real Estatel5 agent described that froml991 to the year 1999, the central

market area has lost property values by more than 40 percent on average. The reflection

of that is perfectly observed in the assessment values of the reference year 1999, which

shows a declining value of properties in the region. Things have changed in the region

and especially in'West Broadway since 1999. In the 2003 assessment, there was a clear

gain in property value, paving the way for future growth.

The neighbourhood profilel6 of West Broadway recorded a change in dwelling

price, as the owner occupied dwellings lost value by 9.5 percent between 1996 and 2001,

while the City as a whole gained market value by 5.4 percent in the same period. Quickly

the renovation activities revamped the selling price of properties in the neighbourhood as

it is evident from the 2003 assessment year values.

The growth of the properlies selling price varies in rates. It will stabilize at a point

economically feasible to demand and supply of the properties in the area. The present real

estate market in Winnipeg is described as red hot. Commercial downtown is seen as

booming, yet the downtown area is not considered by many as a prime residential area

ra for detail procedure: appendix I
rs www.rernax-winnipeg.coln/newslefi , accessed on812412005

'6 City of winnipeg
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('Wood, 2005)ll. Wood (2005) considers the main reason to be perception of the area and

security concerns; both of which he successfully argues as outdated. The neighbourhood

is improving, residents are moving in, business people in the areaare huppy, and there is

a lot in the community to offer.

Growing population, rising dwelling cost, changed image of the neighbourhood

and booming commercial development in the downtown leads to the conclusion that this

neighbourhood is poised to economically viable investments in the very short period. The

net tax increment as it is seen is favorably tuming the public investment in redevelopment

a viable option for the City and the province.

TIF Revenue and Investment Models
To develop a growth model for the West Broadway neighbourhood for TIF'

purposes, the neighbourhood can be divided into three areas following property price

growth pattern in the last assessment values.

The neighbourhood can be divided into a small stable area, conservation area and

redevelopment area as shown in the map, or it can be divided following class of taxable

properties.

'7 On the Road fiom down and out to up and coming, by Crystal Wood, Com .F-ree, Volume 9, Issue 16,

August 26-Sept.8, 2005
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The TIF fiscal model is designed to analyze the fiscal impacts of strategies in the

'West Broadway neighbourhood. The model is based on the presumption that investments

made for the selected projects are recaptured through increases in property taxes over the

life of the project (Figure 4.11).

Assumptions made for the TIF impact model are:

' Property price growth would continue to vary among classes of properlies

I Property Assessment legislation will not affect the modeli 8

. The rising demand f'or single person households will push the rents

. Publiclg support continues to play an increased role to support residential

rehabilitation and assistance

. Within twenty two years, redevelopment and residential constmction would be

frnancially feasible

. Factors extemal to the neighbourhood continue to contribute to the growth of the

property prices

. The redevelopment efforts prior to year 2000 is in a predevelopment stage, year

2000 to year 2011 is redevelopment stage and from the yeat 2013 Io 2021 is post

redevelopment stage of the project.

r Assumed growth in each assessment year

r8 Implementation of 'Assessment Task Force Report, Sept. 16,2002' proposals would affect the model
re City and Provincial suppolt would continues to bolster redevelopment of downtown
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Post Development
2012-202r

Redevelopment
2001-20tt

Stages of
Development

20t520ll20072003Reference Years

2018-202r20t4-20172010-20132006-2009Assessment
lReassessment years

-l3o/o-5%0%2057%No Growth
t0%t3%r6%20.57%Lower Growth
25%28o/o25%20.57%Hieher Growth

20%20o/ø20o/o20.57%Growth
Rates/period20

Table 4.10: Scenarios for the Growth Model

The above scenarios are considered without detailing further the factors in

conjunction with the degree of redevelopment activities or lack of strategic planning

inducing effective property price growth in the area. The model creates losers and

benefactors to accumulate resources for the development through the TIF mode of

financing.

The cash flow of the process affects education and municipal taxes.

Figure 4.8: Property Price Growth Models for Different Degrees of Development

+
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Present Rate
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No Growth
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Cash Flotus

The taxes are proportional to the assessed value of the properties, so the cash flows vary

proporlionately and the tax increment chart would take the same shape as of the assessed

value with tax increment values.

The share of revenue from the City, and education taxes vary over the project life

as well as growth rates of the assessed values. The total revenue earned at present rate of

growth in the 2I year project life amounts to 27 .661 million dollar, 32.916 million dollar

at higher growth rate of development and 10.322 million dollar for no growth situation.

Ihe revenue accumulated through tax increment is the amount lost by the City, and the

School Division and if it were a TIF it would be revenue for the TIF district.

The growth and no growth situations show the possibility of future gain and loss

in revenue from the neighbourhood to the school district, which might be a matter of

concelrt for the school district.

Summary

Renovation activities in West Broadway has positively affected its population

towards a younger mix, more economically active group, with smaller families and

single households, with residents staying in the neighborhood for longer than in the past.

The public programs and repair and renovation assistance with community

building effbrts, has brought in private investments to the area. Commercial ventures

have more investment in the areathan residential properties during the period 1998 to

2003.
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Residential properties seem to follow the growing investment in commercial

activities in the area. However, the residential 2 class of properties on average received a

significant amount of investment, yet the class of property is growing slower than the

other two classes of residential properties.

Private investments have primarily been made in commercial properties, while

public funding was in renovation, repair and alteration works on the residential

properties. Private investments include new construction and the creation of new business

in the area, while public investment is engaged in conservation of the property stock.

Since, average property price is growing at a faster rate in the neighbourhood than the

city average, it can be concluded that renovation and rehabilitation programs and

assistance are playing a very important lead role in the neighbourhood redevelopment

campaign.
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V. Tax Increment Financing for West Broadway Redevelopment

Tax Increment Financing depends on the tax increment revenue of the

neighbourhood. The different growth models use different criterions to evaluate

efficiency of the TIF method to appraise investment proposal under TIF.

This chapter contains evaluation of the redevelopment investments in the

neighbourhood undcr different degrees of development efforts. The Degree of

development is based on the amount of investment in the neighbourhood.

The interpretation of the present demographic trends is used to predict the future

population growth scenarios, and the assessment of value growths is used to predict the

expected future growth scenarios.

The West Broadway redevelopment program has brought positive changes to the

community's people as well as its housing characteristics. Recent change in housing

quality and homeownership patterns indicate a turn around in the neighbourhood unlike

that seen in any other neighbourhood in the City. The neighbourhood seems to be poised

for a new community of young, student, single parent, smaller household, self-employed

and a broad range of service enterprises along its commercial areas.

Based on the growth model, demographic trends and housing characteristics,

conclusions are drawn and recommendations are made for a tax incremental f,rnancing for

the West Broadway neighbourhood.
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Re dev e I op e d H ous in g C har a c t eri s t i c s of' W e s t Br o a dw ay

a. Populalìon

The population in West Broadway is turning up with a more changed mix than it had

in the past. There are changes in the population age group in the census period of 1996 to

2001, indicating a tum to more working group from more dependent groups.

If all the present conditions

for population growth and

redevelopment continues. The

present progressively decreasing

negative growth pattern would result

in positive population growth in

2006, as it is evident from the figure

Population

1981 1986 1991 1996 2001 2006 2011 2016 2021

Fipure 5.1: Ponulation Growth Pattem
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The retained population will be predominantly single person households and

progressively smaller families.

The number of single Person

household accounts for more than two third of

the household in the neighbourhood, while

City's single person household has increased

only by 7.7o/o, in the West Broadway, which

was more than 1 1% from the year 1996 to

eô a". ..ô sr. C,".t .S C 
"SFigure 5.22 l Person HH Growth Pattern2001.
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If the present rate of growth of the single person household continues, the number

of single person households might constitute 40 percent of the population in the area as

shown in figure 5.2 by the year 2015.

The community building activities, housing renovation, and perception of West

Broadway as a good place to live (Anderson, 2004: 60), encompassed safety, housing,

beautihcation, and neighbours. This change in perception is reflected by the decrease in

the amount of people moving out of the area after the 1991 Census' (Fig- 3.7)'

The demography of the West

Broadway neighbourhood is most

likely to bolster the trends set in the

predevelopment (table 4.10) stage of

the neighbourhood redevelopment

1600

I 400
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.1000

800
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200

0

efforts. 
1981 1986 1991 1996 2001 2006 2011 2016 2021

Figure 5.3: Non-Movers Growth Pattern

If The present growth trend prevails, the negative non mover growth would take a

positive turn in the year 2006, as it is shown in the fìgure 5.3. T'hat would show a rise in

the demand for more rooming houses, boarding houses and smaller apartments in the

neighbourhood. The actual demand for rental accommodation in the neighbourhood

boosted the conversion of the single and multifamily homes into small apartments,

rooming and boarding through extensive alteration, structural changes. and renovations

as described in the chapter 4. The growth in demand for the smaller dwelling units

accelerated the rate of alteration, internal, external and structural changes to the

buildings. The plummeting of the trend would be reached only when the availability of

suitable buildings exhausted, and or the cost of alterations became unfeasible.

Non fVlovers (15 & over) +
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b. Economy

The average household, family and individual incomes are increasing faster than that

of the City as a whole as illustrated in chapter three. The growth in incomes inclicates a

rise in affordability at a rate higher than the City average, showing affordability through

displacement of the residence from the area. The above average growth of the economy,

the increase in the rate of palticipation, and the increase in the numbcr of higher

educated people in the area indicates a shift in demographics in'West Broadway; a strong

indication of the starting of gentrification.

'fhe economy shows a gradual deconcentration of the poor people from the

neighbourhood as redevelopment efTorts are getting ground in the neighbourhood. The

increasing investment in the downtown area and in the West Broadway neighbourhood

created more job opportunities than before.

c. Ilousing

The population of West Broadway is still decreasing as opposed to the number of

housing units, which are increasing. The main sources of increasing dwelling units are a

few constructions, some demolition, and a huge number of conversions of single or multi

family housing units to rooming houses, multi family units, and boarding houses.

An Overwhelming presence of multi-family dwellings and very few homeowners

are barriers that inhibit West Broadway from forming a stable neighbourhood,

according to Zeielecnbach, as explained by Anderson (Anderson, 2004: 28), this

neighbourhood is lacking care for the properlies that the residents clo not own; in the face

of decline, it exacerbates the situation.
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The conversion of the residential I class of properties is easy due to the number of

rooms per building ancl non variation in the tax class for up to four family houses

Conditions are made easier by equalizing portioning of the property value for all

residential class properlies from assessment Year 2000 (Appendix-2, Portioning and Mill

rates).

The property type mix has gone through little changes from the census year 200i to

2006(Figure 3.12 &.3.13) due to the fact that the residential I property class includes

apartment building with less than five dwelling units. Stock of less than fìve storiecl

apartments recorded some changes.

The West Broadway Renovation activities have resulted in significant redevelopment

of commercial properties, and alteration of residential properlies to convert the old spaces

into livable housing for the new generation. As observed from permit tracking data of

1998 to 2003 in chapter 41,In the future, a substantial number of residential 1 buildings

may opt to change to rooming and boarding houses. and less than fìve unit apartment

complexes to meet the demand.

Assessed Property Values o.f West Broadway
The assessment value of residential 2 properties in the year 2006, grew even less

than 4o/o(ftgure 4.5) to the assessment year 2002 values lowest among all classes,

indicating a balance between supply and demand of the type of residential 2 class

properties or reached a threshold level. Residential 1 and residential 2 property values

remained below market price, and grew more than 20 percent by 2006 (figure 4.4 e. 4.6).

These properties are expected to reach a price level balancing supply and demand for the

property in near future followed by sluggish growth for some time.

'AivtANDR Permit Tracking System, P, P&D, The City of Winnipeg
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A higher rate of private investment in commercial and other classes of properties,

ancl more than 35 percent growth in five year period indicates that there may be a higher

demand for this class in the future. The sustained growth from the year 2001 is

encouraging repair, maintenance and construction of properties in the neighbourhood that

is expected to continue for a while.

'I'he perceived feasibility of investment in real estate is evident from the fact that

the percentage of dwelling units requiring major repairs has changed from 15.74 percerú"

(Figure 3.10) in the year 1996 to 72.23 percent in 2001. The major, minor, and regular

maintenance requirement of the properties in the area was very close to the city average

as obseled chapter 3. The increasing demand for single household and smaller family

accommodations is supposed to continue, which will push forward alteration of the

buildings.

Although the assessment value is growing, the market value level is still below

cost of constmction and renovation, supply side support has to be continued to maintain

the present level of stock and quality of housing in the area.

Assessment Values and Property Taxes in lil'est Broadway

The property assessment lags behind by the present market by 3-6 years. In the

assessment, yean 1994 tax levels were much higher than property value because of the

rapid decline in the property price. At present, the West Broadway area is experiencing

higher property price growth than before, yet the property tax level is remaining at the

1999 property price level, which is not at par with the assessed values. An investor has to

pay interest rate compounded every six month on his borrowed money for investment,

while he would get incremental tax from the investment at least three years from the date
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he has completecl the project. Ultirnately, the project cost would outweigh the return on

investment theref-ore; it would be less attractive for a TIF project to start.

There is a tremendous potential to accrue tax increment from the investments in

the ¡eighbourhood, especially the residential classl properties as the average assessed

value per unit is well below average dwelling cost in the neighbourhood.

The Assessment task force report2 recommended changes in assessment related

legislations to shorten the assessment cycle and bring the reference year closer to the

assessment year. If the recommendations were implemented the private investment f-or

redevelopment through TIF would be more attractive.

Financing Models for West Broadway and Feasibilities

Now, the stage is set for conservation and redevelopment of the neighbourhood

with substantial capital investment. The massive capital investment to lead role in

catalyzing private redevelopment by successfully eliminating deferred maintenance,

blight, and obsolescence of public facilities, land speculation, and assembly to cross the

limit of growth attached to the neighbourhood physical characteristics and negative

perceptions would Ttnalize another reign of change for the West Broadway.

The West Broadway neighbourhood redevelopment should have three maior

objectives: (i) redevelopment of residential properties, (ii) facilitating further

development of commercial ventures; and (iii) compensate subsidy required for the low

growing areas from the higher growth areas.

2 Assessment Task Force, fìnal report, September 2002: City of Winnipeg
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-7.840m-3.930m0.044m-1.78mNPV (@7% )

-8.532m-3.123m1.167m-0 046mNPV (@5%)
0.501.221.801.5020.24mBCR3

-6.494m-1.006m2.968m1.748mNPV (@7%)
-5.140m0.269m4.559m3.348mNPV (@5%)

0.671.622.402.0c15.24mBCR2

-2.024m1.917m5.891m4.071mNPV (@7%)

-1.748m3.659m7.952mô.738mNPV (@5%)
1.0c2.413.572.9710.24mBCRl

0.899m4.841m8.814mô.993mNPV (@7%)
1.643m/.051m11.344m10.130mNPV (@5%)

1.954.706.975.80BCRO

10.208m24.629m36.526m30.408m5.24m22 Yrs-project/

0.496m0.984m8.814m1.214mNPV (@7%)
0.062m1.639m11.344m1.926mNPV (@5%)

1.411.802.021.9CBCRO

7.409m9.439m10.580m9.947m5.24m15 Yrs-Proiecto

-1.216m-1.216m-1.216m-1.216mNPV (@7%7)

-1.100m-1.100m-1 100m-1.100mNPV (@5%)"
o.740.740.740.74BCR4O

4.59m4.59m4.59m4.59m5.24m10 Yrs-Proiect'

No GrowthLower rateHigher RatePresent ratelnvestmentVariables
Tax lncrements as Revenueslnvestment Environment

Table 5:4 Revenues Growth Scenarios

Notes:
BCR0= No Public Redevelopment Assistance after 2005
BCRl = $1 m/year (2006-20'l 0) Redevelopment lnvestments
BCR2= $2mlyear (2006-201 0) Redevelopment lnvestments
BCR3= $2mlyear (2006-2010) Redevelopment lnvestments

The Residential I class of properties are growing faster than others, residential 2 has

stabilized at a constant rate of growth, residential 3 is growing at a slow pace, while

investment in the commercial properties already took off; total growth of assessment

value represents proportionate growth of the property class's historic growth.

'From the year 2000 to 2009
a Benefit Cost Ratio
t NPV at 5 percent discount rate
u From the year 2000 to 2014
t From the year 2000 to 2021
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The public funds invested in the West Broadway area through different supply

side subsidies to assist in the conservation of the housing stock has started coming back

to the Province and to the City in the fonn of property tax, education tax, and levies. By

the year 2009. the total incremental tax added to the taxing jurisdiction would be little

less than the total amount spent in the neighbourhood. From 200i to 2009 the Province

and City would collect education and municipal taxes in excess of $ 4.59m above the tax

level for the year 2000.

If the amounts were borrowed from a financial institution for the same five-year

time span as invested in Vy'est Broadway, the borrowing would yield a Benefit Cost

Ratio (BCR: appendix 4) of 1.9. Ily the year 2014, after a 15-year project life, there

would be a tax surplus of S9.947m. equivalent to the present value of $1.926m at 5Yo

discount rate. This would yield a BCR of 1.41 and Net Present Value (NPV) of $0.062m

even if the tax assessment and tax levels remained at the 2006 assessment year levels, and

5 percent discount rate. If the present trend of private investment continues and produces

a lower growth (1'able 4.10), the investment would yield a benefit cost ratio of 1.8 and

NPV of $0.984m to $1.639m, depending on the ciiscount rates (@5o/o-7%) applicable to

the loan.

If the project life is extended to2021, the present rate of growth would generate

adequate incremental tax to invest $lm/ per year for five years from 2006 to 2010, and

yield a BCR of 2.91 and total cash worth of $4.071 to $6.738 depending on the interest

rates (5o/oto 7Yo).
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If the investment can generate a higher profit level (Table 3.9), it would be able to

generate adequate cash through incremental taxes sufficient for $3m/year for five years

from 2006 to 201 1 . yielding a BCIR of i .01 and BCR of 1.8.

Sensitivity o./' the Mr¡del

The return on investment in the above model is sensitive to:

. Initial Investment, amount of investment and starting year of the project in

respect to the assessment Yeat.

' Discount Rate, time Required by the projects to capitalize on the costs of

properly price.

. Impact of the investments to attract private investment to reclevelop,

reconstruct, and begin new construction in the neighbourhood

Feasibility of the Redevelopment Programs

The model presented in table 5.4 indirectly considers that the assessment value

growth in the West Broadway is solely due to redevelopment assistance. In reality, the

assessment value growth has other influences beside the public programs such as; real

estate market indicators, inflation rate, interest rate and overall policy of the City and

other levels of government.

The table 5.4 explains that the investment under the redevelopment programs was

the best choice and it would have been financially feasible if a private investor under

typical TIF program have had invested.
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Feasibility of- the TIF Initiated Redevelopment

The Tax Increment Financing method targets the feasible level of market price gain of the

properlies in shortest possible project life. The West Broadway neighbourhood is

experiencing changes in its property prices, and there is indication that, this lower rate of

growth is also indicating the initiating steps of gentrification'

The model in the table shows that the TIF method of fînancing is most likely feasible for

West Broadway uncler certain conditions, but this may mean the loss of affordable

housing in the comntunity.

Summary of Future Trends

If the renovation, rehabilitation, repair, alteration, and replacement of the old

property stocks continue with community building projects in the West Broadway, the

growing trend of working professional population mix would continue for a period.

The sustained efforl to stabilize the present trend would most likely turn West Broadway

into a special neighbourhood with unique character.

Untìl the neighbourho<ld reaches its edge limit of services to offer, it is most

likely to grow proportionately with the redevelopment efforls put f-orth in the community

which will ultimately raise the property price.

The average assessment value growth in the future would depend on many

variables; some are internal to the neighbourhood and many are extetnal to the

neighbourhood. In either circumstance, the past renovation assistance to the community

has helped West Broadway become more economically efficient, and the area will remain

so until an optimum point is achieved.
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With the rise in average property price, a gentle rate of gentrification might have

started. The rate of reclevelopment should be between highest return and rate of palatable

gentrification to prevent abrupt disruption to the supply of affordable housing in the

neighbourhood.

P r e mi s e oJ' C onclu.s ion and Re c omm endar io ns

Since the clecline in federal funding f.or affordable housing after 90's, securing

resources has been a major challenge in financing fìnancially unfeasible projeets in West

Broadway. One of the objectives of redevelopment is to generate additional tax revenue

for the City and as well as for the Province. Though the individual investment is

unfeasible, total return from the neighbourhood is feasible. If a program can bring the

neighbourhood together through a well-designecl participation formula, support the

community in terms of affordability, and transfotm the investment impact into financial

form, the West Broadway can support its own development through TIF.

T'he Province has provided the City with greater power and flexibility to address

local concerns and development. The new opporlunity to finance redevelopment through

TIF initiatives for the selected community development programs depends on proper

operatives to utilize the scope. The City of Winnipeg can design and direct TIF

redevelopment taking into consideration the short and long-term problems associated

with the financing mechanism.

Conclusions

L Feasibility of Renewal Program through TIF Mechanism

The model developed in the third chapter shows that under certain conclitions TIF

financed renewal/redevelopment has a very good chance to succeed. Apart from financial
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planning, a TIF redevelopment plan will have an impact measured in terms of growth in

Real Estate Market, and a perception of heightened confidence in the West Broadway

which will attract redevelopment, and new construction-

The redevelopment planning should be an integral part of the development plan and

policy of the City. The redevelopment plan eliminates infrastructure deficit within the

redevelopment periods.

A successful neighbourhood plan needs community parlicipation. The West

Broadway 'Neighbourhood Housing Flan 2001 to 2003' provides an action plan to

achieve participation in the community, which is imperative to make a neighbourhood

plan effective.

A TIF mechanism integrates the West Broadway neighbourhood planning

elements along with the financing feasibility for the redevelopment of West Broadway.

The increasìng property values and increased investment in the area are

indications of the success of the public suppolt and community partnerships; any future

redevelopment program would stand on the present success. Any retum on investment

through the TIF rnethod of financing should be shared with the early investments and

carried forward to acknowledge the external components contributing to growth.

il. TIF and Affordable Housing Program

The redevelopment program made the neighbourhood more affordable to the new

people, as it was evident from the fact that the personal and household income growth in

the neighbourhood is fairly above average of the City. Anderson (Anderson, 2004)

observes that the redevelopment pïogram has accelerated the gentrification process. Most

t Table 3.9: Stages of Development
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of the redevelopment funding in West Broadway was obtained through the Affordable

Housing Initiative for the poor. However. the gentrifrcation that has occurred since

utilizing the f¡nding, might have failed to benefit a pafi of the tatget population. A

palatable properly price growth rate to ameliorate affordable housing and an

economically feasible TIF project is to be designed for a successfil TIF district.

III Integration of Development Initiatives With Tax Increment Financing

The present redevelopment assistance from the City and the province has both

supply side subsidies and demand enhancing components. The Neighbourhoods Alive!

program has it all, so does the Community land Trust program. Youth Builders, HOPE

and some other programs. West Broadway has its limitations in offering to fulf,rl the

changed demand of a higher income population. A TIF program is supposed to yield

sufficient retum to frnance community economic clevelopment programs and address

part of the gentrifìcation. The rent control, construction of affordable housing from TIF

gains, and slow return of infrastructure investment from City's capital budget for a

stipulated period can delay the process of gentrif,rcation, and keep a supply of affordable

writs for a longer period.

The Chicago, Illinois, and Indiana experiences in housing through TIF, and

NCBGe recommendations can provide guidance to design useful TIF for the

redevelopment and provision of affordable housing in West Broadway.

e Neighbourhood Capital Budget Group (NCBG,2001:32)
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RecommendaÍions

I. Initiation of the TIF

The initiation of TIF based development stafied in Winnipeg with the enabling

legislation introduced in the Winnipeg Chaner Act 2004. The City of Winnipeg is

authorized to establish TIF program for encouraging investment or development in the

West Broadway area. Within the purview of the law the City can declare the West

Broadway neighbourhood as TIF district through a detailed neighbourhood

redevelopment plan and ask private investors to invest under terms of references abide by

the laws to regulate private investors to achieve objectives of the neighbourhood

redevelopment plan.

The TIF district has to define the degree of control by the province and the City

over the district to ensure accountability, participation of the neighbours and share of the

taxes from the district.

The City has to ensure consent from the school district and the province as they

are loosing inoremental taxes over the long-term redevelopment process.

The City's efficiency in its affairs asserting the reduced administration cost, therefore,

steadily reducing tax rates. A TIF district plan should not hamper that program.

IL Adoption of TIF

A standardized public hearing process for the adoption of TIF district has to be

legalized through an Act of legislature. The adoption process should include laws

regulating development agreements between the City of Winnipeg and the private

investors.
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IIL Need Assessment for TIF

The City has already done need assessment through llousing Policy and Housing

Policy Implementation Framework. Financing for the neighbourhood redevelopment for

the major improvement neighbourhood can be accepted as the justification for the

adoption of TIF mechanism to finance the redevelopment.

To prevent widespread use of the financing method, the use of TIF should be

limited to West Broadway as long as it takes to make investment economically feasible in

the area.

A comprehensive feasibility study should be conducted before the plan adoption

to prevent severe gentrification and alternative fìnancing options for the redevelopment

plan. The feasibility report should particularly look into the amount the school district is

loosing, and the amount it is supposed to gain after the TIF designation is over.

IV. Implementation of TIF

The neighbourhood redevelopment plan and method of hnancing should

constitute based on potential return on investment and pay back period required for the

redevelopment plan.

The neighbourhood redevelopment plan should set objectives as a form of

reporting to stakeholders. The implementation plan should couform to the existing

development plan and zoning by law; any changes required should be identified before

the district designation.

The TIF authorization by the province through legislation clarified the mode of financing'

It provides a mandate to the City about creating a reserve fund from the tax increments
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and paying the costs of redevelopment fiom the reserve fund. The prescribed form of

financing would require City's active participation to ensure timely and appropriate

growth to accumulate Tax Increments.

V. Termination and Evaluation

TIF project is a long term venture. At the beginning it might appear on cotìrse,

over time it might change, or over time it may no longer be required. Throughout the

implementation period it must meet the public purpose requirement.

A TIF project must be completed on time to ensure incorporation of the natur¿rl

growth. The project life has a significant relationship with the assessment years; it should

carefully consider timing and impact of the projects.

The expectecl versus actual results from the project should be monitored and reporled

periodically in order to make any changes required to the plan'

Summary of Rec ommendations

TIF should have started when the area was blighted and property price was

declining. Although the West Broadway is still not so attractive for residential

development, it has recently been showing signs of feasible investment. The design of a

TIF project for West Broadway has to increase public goods while protecting affordable

housing provision alongside economic feasibility.

Legislative provision authorizing the TIF method for financing provides scope to

regulate the cash flows and prevent outright opportunity to accrue all incremental taxes

by the private investors.
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The present form of supply and demand side subsidies and assistance programs

may be successfully implemented using TIF principles, which warrants more research on

the alternative methods of financing a growing neighbourhood.
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Appendix-1

APPENDIX 1

PROPERTY TAX BASICS

In Canada, a principal part of municipal revenues are collected from property

taxation. (Human Kinetics, 2001) Property taxes are levied on the assessed value of a

person's property. The tax rate is the percentage of the assessed value of a property set

earlier by the municipality to calculate property taxes. The fraction of property-assessed

value in a municipality is used to distribute the tax burden on the properties across the

municipality. Property tax can be calculated by multiplying the assessed value of a

property by the municipal tax rate.

Properly Assessment in WinniPeg

In Winnipeg, propefty assessment is a provincial responsibility, while tax

collection is a local government responsibility (City of Winnipeg: Property Assessment,

2001-2004). The City assessor, who is the head of the Property Assessment Department,

is responsible for organizing,planning and collecting properly taxes for the city.

Chief AssessoÍ, as a legislative offìcer, follows provincial legislation and is guided by the

Municipal Assessment and City of Winnipeg Acts. The Chief assessol', reports to the

chief financial officer and the chief administrative officer, and is politically responsible to

the standing committee on fiscal issues of the City.

Property Assessment Value Changes

Property assessment or reassessment is the estimate of market values of

businesses and personal homes and properties for distributing taxes fairly among the

citizens of a municipality. 'fhe market value of property for assessment purposes is
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considered from the reference year, which is the year following the last general

assessment year. For example, assessment based on 1999 market value of properties was

used for taxation in 2002; similarly, assessment based on year 2003 won't be used for

taxation until 2006.

Assessed Value Changes

Assessed value over time may change due to several reasons, such as, changes in

market condition, changes in the subject property, changes in the neighbourhood and

chmges in the zoning.

In the assessment period, changes in the prices of services and commodities are

not reflected, though property value is most likely to change following changes in the

commodity market.

Any changes in a property through improvement or renovations, such as, adding a

deck, improving the basement, adding a wash room or any other activity that adds value

to the property might cause changes in its assessed value.

Improvements or deterioration within a neighborhood, new school, parks,

sidewalks or any other improvements in the neighbourhood might cause a rise in the

value ofa property and hence its assessed value.

Changes in the zoningfrom one use to the another,such as from residential to

commercial zoning of the area, may also have an impact on the value of a property.

Mill Rate, Porrioning and Mttnicipal Property Tax

The mill rate, is the tax rate expressed as mills per dollar. The "mill rate' is a

Latin word for thousand; mill rate is one thousandth of a dollar of each portioned

assessed value of a property. The mill rate is determined by the city taking the total
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amount of money that they need to collect from the assessed value of the properties to

meet the cost of services provided by the city. For example, if the city needs to collect

$1,000,000 from a total $500,000,000 assessed value of the city properties, it would

produce a mill rate of 0.002 or two mills.

Portioning is the taxable portion of the assessed value of property. For example, if

assessed value of is property $100,000 and the portioning rate is 40Yo,the taxable portion

of the property is $100,000x 40o/o: S40,000.The mill rate is set by the city, while the

province sets the portioning rate. Current portioned rate for residential property in

Manitoba is set at 45%.

In the spring of each year, municipalities, school divisìons and Manitoba

Education and Youth, determines the amount of taxes needed for their yearly programs.

An increase in the assessed value of ones properly does not necessarily mean a

corresponding rise in property taxes, but rising cost of education and municipal services

would cause a higher budget, so does the total tax requirement. If municipal services cost

remains the same but property values rise, governments would lower the mill rate to keep

the total taxes from properties unchanged.

Tax Liability and Exemptions

Tax liability varies according to ownership and use. Municipal and propefiy taxes

are applicable to properties with tax code "T". The "S" coded properties are exempt from

school levies, whereas "E" coded properties are exempt from all taxes but local

improvement levies. "G" coded properties pay a grant in lieu of the taxes, while "N"
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coded properlies are exempt from taxation, but pay grant in lieu of taxes except the

school levies.

Residences, shops, and clinics fall under taxable properly code "T". local

community halls, non-profit personal care homes are coded "S", churches, hospitals, and

schools are coded "E", Manitoba Hydro and RCMPI detachment are coded "G" and a

government owned personal care home is coded "N".

Property'Iax in Winnipeg

In the City of Winnipeg, the municipal mill rate, provincial levy on residential

and other properties all across the city is same, but individual school division levies vary

across the City.

For example, residential property taxes are calculated as follows:

Tax Status Cod: Taxable

Property Class: Residential 1

Portion %: 45

Assessed value : $100,000

Portioned assessment: 0.45x 100,000: $45,000

Mill Rate for the year 2004:29.686

Municipal Tax: 29.68611000x45,000 : $1335.81

Local Improvements: 130.00 (say)

School Taxes

Mill rate (River East Transcona, Varies with the districts) :

25.969 I 1000x$45,000: $ 1 1 68.6 1

I Royal Canadian Mounted Police
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Provincial Education Support Levy

Mill rate :4.549

Education Support Levy : 4.54911000x $45000 : S 204.71

Therefore,, a rise in property values may not raise the amount of taxes collected

from a neighbourhood combination of property classes plays a vital role to ensure desired

growth incremental taxes in an area under TIF.
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Appendix2: Different Rates to Calculate Taxes
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Appendix 3:Average Property Price Growth

Source: Prooeftv Assessment values comoiled bv author

(Continued to the next page)
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Source: Proneftv Assessment values comoiled bv author
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BCR: Benefrt Cost Ratio
Benefit: Revenue Earned as Incremental in excess of the year 2000 value level

discounted af 5Yo to 7o/o rafe
Cost: Investment made for the redevelopment of West Broadway by the City of
Winnipeg and the Province of Manitoba

NPV: Net Present Value : 1/(1+i)"

i : Discount Rate,
n : Number of years


